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IMPACT ASSESSMENT1 ON A COMMISSION COMMUNICATION ON ORGAN 
DONATION AND TRANSPLANTATION 

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Organ transplantation is the therapeutic use of human organs involving the substitution of a 
non-functional organ for another one coming from a donor. The use of human organs for 
transplantation has steadily increased during the past decades. Organ transplantation is now 
the most cost-effective treatment for end-stage renal failure, and for end-stage failure of 
organs such liver, lung and heart, it is the only available treatment.  

The use of organs in therapy poses a risk of transmission of diseases to the recipient. 
Infectious or cancerous diseases could be transmitted. Every year, a number of organs are 
exchanged between EU Member States. Cross border exchanges imply that the transplantation 
process is carried out by hospitals or professionals falling under different jurisdictions.  

In 2003, the Commission carried out a survey on legal requirements related to organ 
transplantation in the EU. The survey showed discrepancies in quality and safety requirements 
between Member States2.  

On the other hand, the shortage of organs is a major factor affecting transplantation 
programmes. Nearly 40 000 patients are now on waiting lists in western Europe. Mortality 
rates while waiting for a heart, liver or lung transplant usually range from 15 to 30%. One of 
the potential consequences of the scarcity of organs is the trafficking of human organs carried 
out by organised criminal groups, tracking down and removing organs in developing countries 
and handing them on to recipients within the European Union.  

This Commission Communication on Organ donation and transplantation intends to respond 
to the main policy challenges related to the mandate of Article 152.4 a) of the Treaty, which 
enables the European Parliament and Council to adopt health measures setting high standards 
of quality and safety of blood, blood components, organs and substances of human origin 

The Community has already adopted Directives of the Parliament and the Council on quality 
and safety standards for blood in 2003 and for Tissues and Cells in 2004. However, it was 
already recognized during the discussions of the Tissues and cells Directive that organs need a 
different approach. In this particular area the main priority is to reduce the organ shortage and 
the quality and safety aspects have to be considered at the same time that the shortage of 
organs for the patients in need.  

Three levels of possible intervention have been considered. Level one “further work under 
existing Community programmes.” would mean continuing the current level of activity. A 
second level would consist of implementing an active system of coordination between 
Member States and stakeholders in order to achieve common objectives, and a third level, 
building on the previous one, that would add EU legal instruments. 

                                                 
1 On the basis of SEC (2005) 791 of 15 June 2005 (Impact Assessment Guidelines) 
2 http://ec.europa.eu/health/ph_threats/human_substance/documents/organ_survey.pdf 
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As a conclusion the Commission is proposing a combination of actions oriented to respond to 
the above mentioned problems. Strengthen the cooperation between Member states will 
provide the necessary policy mix to achieve a gradual approach to the development of an EU 
policy. This approach will be based, in the first stage at least, on the identification and 
development of common objectives for which it is agreed that a Community response is 
necessary, on agreed quantitative and qualitative indicators and benchmarks, regular reporting 
and identification of best practices. It will be necessary to determine common EU guidelines 
for national policy, and formulate the objectives for the short, medium and long term, where 
necessary in combination with national plans monitoring and comparing national systems, 
based on a determined set of indicators. It will describe the instruments and methods needed. 

A legal framework introducing the basic principles and the technical requirements on 
donation, procurement, testing preservation, transport and distribution, for human organs will 
complement the approach taken under the strength cooperation method. The future legal 
instrument should be limited to those minimum requirements needed to establish a basic 
quality and safety framework. 
 
To measure the possible impacts of the different options the Commission has used several 
sources.  

– Experience with existing EU legislation on blood and human tissues and cells; 

– EU survey on organ donation and transplantation 

– Eurobarometer survey on organ donation and transplantation 

– Consultation with Member States experts 

– Extensive consultation with all stakeholders;  

– Relevant publications of other international organisation: Council of Europe, WHO 

– Published literature on scientific, economic, regulatory and ethical aspects of organ 
transplantation 

– Conclusions/contributions from the projects funded by Community programmes 

This document is to be read together with the draft Communication on Organ donation and 
transplantation 

2. PROCEDURAL ISSUES AND CONSULTATION OF INTERESTED PARTIES. 
 

2.1. Organisation and timing  
 

(1) In 2003, the Commission carried out a survey on legal requirements related to organ 
transplantation in the EU. The survey showed discrepancies in quality and safety 
requirements within Member States. Results can be found at: 
http://europa.eu.int/comm/health/ph_threats/human_substance/documents/organ_surve
y.pdf 
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(2) The Greek Presidency of the EU presented in February 2003 an initiative (3), with a 
view to adopting a Council framework decision concerning the prevention and control 
of trafficking in human organs and tissues, under the legal basis of Articles 29, 31(e), 
and 34(2)(b) of the EU Treaty (third pillar). The discussions on the initiative were 
suspended on Coreper on 22 May, pending further detailed information on the 
situation, especially based in concrete cases. Europol has been asked to issue a report 
on the situation of Organ trafficking in the EU 

(3) The Venice Conference on Safety and Quality in Organ Donation and Transplantation 
in the European Union was held on 17-18 September 2003. The Conclusions of the 
expert conference organised by the Italian government during its Presidency of the EU 
Council, listed the shortage of organs and organ trafficking as the main priorities in 
this area and underlined that the quality and safety aspects have to be considered fully 
within the framework of supply and demand for organs. 

(4) With the occasion of the adoption of the Tissues and cells Directive on 31 March 
2004, the Commission made the following declaration to be entered in the minutes: 
"The important differences between organ transplantation and the use of other human 
substances such as blood, tissues and cells mean that a specific approach for organs in 
order to ensure safety and quality is necessary. Such an approach in the current 
situation characterised by shortage of organs has to balance two factors: the need for 
organs' transplantation which is usually a matter of life and death with the need to 
ensure high standards of quality and safety. The Commission believes that before 
considering any proposal it is necessary to conduct a thorough scientific evaluation of 
the situation regarding organ transplantation. The Commission will present a report on 
the conclusions of the analysis it undertakes as soon as possible." 

(5) During March and April 2005, DG SANCO has identified all projects related with 
organ transplantation. During these two months the relevant DGs were contacted all 
projects funded with EC money and their respective project officers were identified. 
Meetings with the different DGs and project officers were held on May, September 
and October. As a result the Commission (DG INFSO, RTD and SANCO) organised a 
Workshop in December 2005 on organ transplantation with the objective of promoting 
EU cooperation on organ donation and transplantation on the basis of the existing 
projects. Project coordinators, member states experts and transplantation organisations 
participated. One of the main conclusions of the workshop was the need for these 
projects to become operational. 

(6) On April 2005 the Commission announced the conduction of an evaluation of the 
situation regarding organ transplantation to the Inter service group on health (ISGH). 
An ad-hoc working group on organ transplantation was created within the group. The 
work linked to the present impact assessment report was supported by this Inter-
service Steering Group (ISSG) of the European Commission set up in September 
2005. The Group was led by the Directorate General for Health and Consumer 
Protection (DG SANCO). The following DGs were involved in the exercise, DG RTD, 
DG ENTR, DG INFSO, DG RELEX, DG AIDCO, DG JLS, SJ and Sec-Gen. 

(7) A scoping paper was drafted in August 2005 and has been circulated with the draft 
proposals for consultation during the autumn 2005. On August the scoping paper on 
organ donation and transplantation was finalised and approved by the Director general, 
it also incorporated a time table with the following steps. 
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(8) On 15 November 2005 the Commission hosted a meeting with key experts on organ 
transplantation. The objective of the meeting was to discuss the future impact 
assessment of future community initiatives on organ transplantation. Experts from 
Eurotransplant; Scandiatransplant, CNT, ONT, Agence de la Biomedicine; Hungaro 
transplant and UK transplant participated. 

(9) In order to give stakeholders and Member States an occasion to put forward their 
positions related to Organ donation and transplantation DG SANCO launched an open 
consultation in the public health web site from June to September 2006. The draft 
proposal of the consultation document were sent to relevant DGs in an informal inter-
service consultation and presented to the ISGH. A number of replies have been 
received so far and comments have been taken into account (results of the consultation 
below). 

(10) A preliminary draft of this Impact assessment has been examined by the Impact 
assessment board, set up in November 2006 by the President of the Commission, with 
the mandate to examine and advice on the quality of impact assessment (IA) reports. 
The board has delivered a favourable opinion on 2 March 2007 with three main 
recommendations. This has led to a number of modifications in the text oriented to 
clarify the objectives of the policy proposal and the relations between the different 
objectives. The justification for a EU action has also been strengthened and clarified in 
the final version following the recommendations of the board. Some modifications in 
the structrure of the text were introduced to add clarity. 

2.2. EC Funded projects 

During the past years, the Commission has put considerable effort into supporting organ 
transplantation. In the area of Information Society, the Commission is supporting the creation 
of a European registry on organs, cells and tissues through the EUROCET project. This 
project is a second phase building on the results of a previous project, EURODONOR. A 
common and agreed nomenclature will make possible to compare the activity of the different 
systems at EU level. 

In the field of research the Commission has also been very actively involved in this area. 
ALLIANCE-O, an ongoing project, is the first-ever coordination of donation and transplant 
national or regional research activities across seven different EU countries, which aims to 
identify the best possible framework for efficient organ donation and transplantation strategies 
across Europe. 

A third important project, DOPKI, has started this year focusing on improving knowledge and 
developing applicable methodology that could be used to increase the potential of organ 
donation. In order to achieve such an objective, the project aims to promote cooperation and 
sharing of information and practices among seven EU countries.  

A fourth interesting project, RISET, is based on basic research oriented to reprogram the 
immune system for the establishment of tolerance to organ transplants. A filth project is 
BOTIA, aims at improving the safety of blood and organ supply by creating the research 
infrastructure to monitor emerging pathogens and develop new screen tests through more 
cost-effective safe and inexpensive procedures. 
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A sixth project, TRIE, should start before the end of 2006 and is expected to prepare the 
groundwork for a possible large-scale initiative in transplantation research in the European 
Union aiming at improving coordination of national research programmes in transplantation. 
This project will work closely with ALLIANCE-0."  

In the area of Justice, Freedom and Security, under the AGIS program, a project is starting 
that aims to compile national legislations and identify the main problems and potential 
solutions to ensure the avoidance of organ trafficking. Under the Public Health Program the 
Commission is finalizing the negotiation phase of a project intended to develop a EU Training 
Program on Organ Donation.. A new project has been accepted for funding in 2006 aimed to 
establish a European common standard framework regarding living donation. 

The results of all these projects are providing a considerable amount of information useful for 
active policies in this area.  

2.3. Consultation of experts and stakeholders  

Member States authorities in the area of organ transplantation were consulted on the draft 
texts during a meeting organised in December 2005. The initiative was very well received and 
the feedback was positive. Comments formulated by the various Member States experts 
during were integrated into the draft texts. 

In order to give stakeholders and Member States an occasion to put forward their positions 
related to Organ donation and transplantation DG SANCO launched an open consultation in 
the public health web site from June to September 2006. The objectives of the consultation 
process have been to gather the opinions and views of the stakeholders on issues to be 
included in the Communication. 

The Commission received 73 contributions. Many of them, in particular the ones from 
regulators, the medical community and the patients or donors associations are the results of 
wider consultation. 

Contributions have been received from 18 Member States (Austria, Belgium, France, UK, 
Czech Republic, Finland, Sweden, The Netherlands, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Italy, 
Spain, Portugal, Latvia, Hungary, Malta, Slovenia and Poland), Norway, Switzerland, 
Georgia, US and Argentina. 

A full listing of all parties providing comments is given at the end of this document. The 
participants can be divided into 4 categories: 

– Patients or donors associations (15 contribution); 

– Transplantation professionals / Scientific associations (26 contributions) 

– Governmental bodies;, national ministries, national agencies of transplantation; regional 
representatives, international institutions and Organ exchange organisations (24 
contributions); 

– Individuals (4 contributions); 

– Others (4 contributions). 
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All contributions received provided valuable information for the Commission’s further action 
in this field. The summary report and the contributions could be found at: 

http://ec.europa.eu/health/ph_threats/human_substance/oc_organs/oc_organs_en.htm 
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3. PROBLEM DEFINITION  

The use of human organs for transplantation has steadily increased during the past decades. 
Organ transplantation is now the most cost-effective treatment for end-stage renal failure, and 
for end-stage failure of organs such liver, lung and heart, it is the only available treatment. 
Transplant procedures continue to develop and in the future may offer practical treatment for 
other unmet medical needs such as diabetes mellitus and some forms of malignant and 
metabolic diseases. 

The use of organs in therapy poses a risk of transmission of diseases to the recipient. 
Infectious or cancerous diseases could be transmitted. Transmission of HIV, Hepatitis B and 
C, bacteria, fungi and parasites, as well as new emergent diseases, through transplantation 
have been described in scientific literature.  

On the other hand, the shortage of organs is a major factor affecting transplantation 
programmes. Nearly 40.000 patients are now on waiting lists in Western Europe. Mortality 
rates while waiting for a heart, liver or lung transplant usually range from 15 to 30%.  

An organ transplant is lifesaving and is in most cases the only available treatment. In terms of 
quality and safety the benefit-to-risk ratio is a fundamental approach for organ transplantation. 
Due to the organ shortage and the life threatening indications of organ transplants, the benefits 
of an organ transplantation are high and more risks can be accepted than with blood or most 
tissues and cells treatments. In this context the clinical doctor has an important role in the 
decision on the acceptance of organs for transplantation.  

Every year, a number of organs are exchanged between EU Member States. Cross border 
exchanges imply that the transplantation process is carried out by hospitals or professionals 
falling under different jurisdictions. However the number of organs interchanged between 
Member States constitutes a low percentage of the total organs used for transplantation.  

In 2003, the Commission carried out a survey on legal requirements related to organ 
transplantation in the EU. The survey showed discrepancies in quality and safety requirements 
within Member States2.  

From 1999 onwards, Article 152 of the Treaty has enabled the European Parliament and 
Council to adopt health measures setting high standards of quality and safety of organs and 
substances of human origin, blood and blood derivatives. The Community has already 
adopted Directives of the Parliament and the Council on blood, and on tissues and cells.  

It is recognised that organs need a different approach from blood or tissues. An expert 
conference on organ transplantation, held in Venice on 17-18 September 2003 organised by 
the Italian government during its Presidency of the EU Council, listed the shortage of organs 
and organ trafficking as the main priorities in this area and underlined that the quality and 
safety aspects have to be considered fully within the framework of supply and demand for 
organs. 

One of the potential consequences of the scarcity of organs is the trafficking of human organs 
carried out by organised criminal groups, tracking down and removing organs in developing 
countries and handing them on to recipients within the European Union.  
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3.1. Quality and safety 

The use of organs in therapy poses a risk of diseases being transmitted to the recipient. 
Ensuring the quality and safety of human organs in Europe is at the core of Community 
activities in this field, as this aspect is prioritized in the Treaty of the European Union.  

In this section it is revised the main risks related with organ transplantation and an analysis of 
every step in the transplant process, how the introduction of measures into every step can 
improve the quality and safety of organs and a overview of the situation in Member States. 

The Risks 

3.1.1. Transmission of Communicable diseases.  

The use of organs in therapy poses a risk of communicable diseases being transmitted to the 
recipient. These risks have been described in the scientific literature: Viral, bacterial, and 
fungal infections have been transmitted via transplantation of organs. Several types of 
protozoan and worm parasites have also been transferred via organ transplants. Because 
organs cannot be subjected to sterilization steps, the risk of infectious disease transmission 
remains and thorough donor screening and testing is especially important. 

Although testing covers a broad range of infections, there are some of primary interest; human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV). A complete 
revision of the main risks is provided in the Annex I. 

3.1.2. Transmission of malignant diseases. 

Transmission of different types of cancers through organ transplantation has also been 
described3. In the Annex I there is a revision of the findings of the main international registers 
that could measure the risk of tumour transmission through organ transplants.  

Although the risk of tumoral transmission exists, the frequency of donors with tumors and the 
frequency of transmission are low. Generally, tumors of high degree of malignancy are more 
often transmitted from donor to recipient. Whereas, the transmission of tumors of low degree 
of malignancy or localized tumors is much less frequent. For this reason donors diagnosed of 
low-grade skin tumors with low capacity for metastasis like basocellular carcinoma and 
donors diagnosed of spinocellular carcinoma without metastasis could be considered for the 
donation. 

On the other hand, not enough evidence exists to set a period of time in which a donor must 
be free of the neoplastic disease before being accepted as a donor. This depends on the type 
and features of the tumor, meaning that decisions should be specific to each case. 

When considering organ donors who have a history of solid transplantation, the general 
biologic behaviour of the tumour type, the histology and stage at time of diagnosis, and the 
length of the disease-free interval should be considered. Additional caution must be exercised 

                                                 
3 Consensus Document Criteria for Preventing the Transmission of Neoplastic Diseases in Organ 

Donation. Organizacion Nacional de Transplantes Spain  
http://www.ont.es/Consenso?id_nodo=263&&accion=0&keyword=&auditoria=F 
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when considering specific tumour types such as melanoma, breast and lung, which are known 
to have potential for unpredictable behaviour 
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The different steps of quality and safety in the transplant process 

3.1.3. Donor testing 

To minimise the risks (described above) to the recipient, it is essential to screen donors and 
establish the presence or absence of disease transmission risk in their organs. In order to 
establish the standard level of donor safety, a minimum set of examinations should be 
performed, but as shown in the "State of the Art" document (Project ALLIANCE-O: 
deliverable 4.1), there is no consensus to day for all tests. The tests performed in most 
countries are: 

1. blood cell count with differential cell count;  

2. antibody to HIV1 and 2; 

3. hepatitis B surface antigen; 

4. antibody to hepatitis C virus; 

5. antibody to hepatitis B core antigen; 

6. treponemal antigens (VDRL and/or TPHA); a positive result is not a contraindication 
to organ procurement, but could be a marker of high risk behaviours and than 
suggests to further investigate for infectious diseases; 

7. CMV, EBV and toxoplasmosis are also tested routinely in a majority of countries 

8. The following figure shows the biological tests used in the countries and indicates 
whether these tests are carried out on a routine basis or depending on donor 
characteristics2. (Bars indicate the number of countries) 
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As the previous figure shows, there is consensus in the use of a number of tests (Anti HIV, 
Anti HCV, Ag-Hbs or Treponema Pallidum), however this does not apply for some other tests 
(HTLV, Toxoplasmosis or Ag-HIV). 
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The use of authorised laboratories for carrying out the different tests is a binding requirement 
in 10 countries2, although 15 more include this recommendation in technical guidelines. The 
use of authorised tests for testing the donors is a binding requirement only in seven of the 
countries surveyed2. However, 17 more include this provision in technical guidelines 

With respect to tumour markers carried out for donor evaluation, the following figure 14 
shows the different practices in the countries surveyed. There is wide heterogeneity, but the 
results show clearly that few countries carry out these tests on a routine basis2.  
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Standard laboratory tests should be conducted on all potential donors with the objective to 
detect specific malignant diseases that may contraindicate the organ donation. The human 
chorionic gonadotropin (HCG) beta in the urine should be determined in females in fertile age 
since this hormone appears augmented in females with choriocarcinoma. Also, it’s 
recommendable, when possible, to do always the determination in a blood sample. 

The usefulness of other specific tumoral markers is questionable. With regards to prostate 
specific antigen (PSA) as screening the adenocarcinoma of the prostate different studies have 
shown its limited or null usefulness for a premature diagnosis. When selecting donors older 
than 50 years it was found that only 11 of them (5.9%) had high PSA and only 2 out of those 
that had high PSA confirmed the presence of adenocarcinoma of the prostate. There is a 
consensus to advise against indiscriminately carrying PSA and other tumoral markers. For this 
reason, there isn’t any evidence that advices the systematic realization of the PSA for the 
donor evaluation 4,5,6 

3.1.4. Donor Suitability 

Pre-transplant evaluation of potential donors is an essential part of solid organ transplantation. 
The goals are to identify conditions which disqualify donors; to identify and active infection 

                                                 
4 Frutos MA, Daga D, Ruiz P, Jose Mansilla J, Requena MV. Prostate-specific antigen in the assessment 

of organ donors. Transplant Proc. 2003 Aug;35(5):1644-6. 
5 Ruth Etzioni, David F. Penson, Julie M. Legler, Dante di Tommaso, Rob Boer, Peter H. Gann, and Eric 

J. Feuer. Overdiagnosis Due to Prostate-Specific Antigen Screening: Lessons From U.S. Prostate 
Cancer Incidence Trends. J Natl Cancer Inst 2002; 94: 981-990 

6 Yamey G, Wilkes M. The PSA storm. BMJ 2002; 324: 431. 
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pre-transplant and to define the level of risk in order to determine strategies for preventing 
post-transplant effects. The differences on screening between the living donor and the 
deceased donor are largely based on the different time which this screening takes place. For 
the living donor it is possible to treat active infection and to defer transplant until such 
infection resolves. By contract the time frame for deceased donor evaluation is typically 
hours. Because of the short time frame there is a possibility that certain infections (HIV or 
HVC) may be presented at an early stage, prior to the development of antibodies. Thus, 
considerable weight is placed on donor social and medical history in identifying potential 
risks that might not be reflected in serological testing. 

Donor suitability criteria should be established according to accepted medical standards. 
Donor evaluation normally includes an interview with a family or other relevant source, a 
detailed review of the medical notes, assessment of the medical and behavioural history, full 
physical examination, post-mortem examination (autopsy) findings, if performed, and 
laboratory tests. This information should be obtained by a trained professional. 

One of the conclusions of the project O-Alliance (deliverable 4.2?) are common guidelines on 
suitability of the potential donor: Every donor who will undergo the process of organ removal, 
must be evaluated by the intensive care operators as well as by local coordinators and 
clinicians responsible for the transplant of the specific organ jointly to their reference centres 
according with the procedures presented in the adopted O-Alliance safety guidelines. In 
addition, a copy of protocol has to be kept and filed at the national reference centres. 

The evaluation of the suitability of the donor has to be based on: 

– medical history; 

– physical examination; 

– instrumental as well as laboratory tests; the laboratory tests should be 
conducted on a sample collected before procedures which required 
haemodilution; 

– histological examination and/or post mortem examination with the aim to 
clarify those issues emerged during the previous evaluation steps or still to be 
investigated. 

– The gathering of all this information is finalised to the best treatment of the 
patient. 

– In accordance with current knowledge the following conditions, if present, are 
usually considered as complete exclusion criteria for the donor suitability: 

– HIV 1 or 2 seropositivity; 

– HbsAg and HDV contemporaneous seropositivity; 

– Current neoplastic conditions (with a number of exceptions); 

– Systemic infections caused by agents for which treatments are not feasible; 

– Documented prion diseases; 
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The project concludes that benefit and risk assessment could allow the use of organs at risk 
for transmissible disease and the final decision of organ suitability should rest with the 
transplanting team. However, all potential donors should be referred to the donor transplant 
co-ordinator for assessment. The cause of brain death must always be thoroughly investigated. 

In the EU, the criteria for cadaver organ selection are regulated by technical guidelines in 
most countries2 (23) with only nine having binding selection criteria in place. For the living 
donor, 13 countries have binding criteria and 15 more have technical guidelines. The next 
figure shows the different factors included in the risk assessment in the different countries, 
and how they are regulated (binding requirements, technical guidelines or not regulated). 
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Most of the risk assessment is governed by technical guidelines. Some of the common 
accepted criteria such haemodilution of donor samples or risk factors for prion diseases were 
lacking in a considerable proportion of countries, which do not have any kind of 
law / guidelines in place.  

Evaluation of the different criteria in the risk assessment is covered in technical guidelines in 
most of the countries surveyed. 

There are however some special situations where organ donation could be performed even if 
the organ does not satisfy all eligibility criteria. These situations occur when the patients 
condition becomes life threatening and transplantation is the only life-saving treatment 
possible. Transplantation should be also possible in some specific clinical situations of the 
recipient, certified by the transplant centre. (O-alliance project delivery 4.2) 

3.1.5. Living donors  

Living donors of organs will face risks associated both with testing to ascertain their 
suitability as a donor and the procedure to obtain the organ, tissue or cells. Complications may 
include medical, surgical, social, financial or psychological problems and, in the worst case 
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scenario, could seriously incapacitate the donor or even lead to the donor’s death. As donors 
are volunteers and otherwise healthy individuals, all possible measures must be taken to 
minimise the risks to the donor.  

3.1.6. Deceased donor management  

The management of the deceased donor during the process is important not only for safety 
and quality but also for maximising organ procurement. Proper donor management should 
start as soon as possible after completion of death certification, and while appropriate consent 
is being obtained to maximise the chance of successful organ recovery the staff involved 
should have appropriate training and experience. It is recommended that a standardised 
protocol for donor management be developed in each centre, including monitoring and 
documentation. 

3.1.7. Conditions of procurement  

Allograft contamination has been described during procurement, and processing of organs for 
transplantation. The procurement team has an important role for inspecting the donor in order 
to complete the donor record. The maintenance of donor records and quality systems has also 
been identified as key steps towards quality and safety. Standard procedures for procurement 
and requirements for organ preservation and transport should ensure the best quality and 
safety.  

The following figures show the requirements in the different EU countries in relation with the 
authorisation of organ procurement, standards for organ procurement and existence of quality 
systems during the procurement phase.  
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In order to maximise the benefits and minimise the risks of the transplant procedure, the 
suitability of an individual donor of organs, tissues or cells should be based upon quality and 
safety. Organs, tissues and cells should be retrieved and preserved within appropriate time 
intervals to preserve the necessary biological functions. The time interval should be 
compatible with the period it takes to perform all the relevant investigations to ensure the 
quality and safety of the retrieved materials. Therefore, all these activities should be 
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undertaken according to SOPs within a quality assurance programme and should include an 
appropriate risk assessment.7  

The procurement team should provide a sufficient amount of preservation solution. The 
solutions should be specified in SOPs and comply with existing standards. Possible 
contamination of the preservation fluid should be avoided and these fluids should be 
monitored with repeated samplings for bacterial culture. The required temperature should be 
achieved by external cooling, and continuous monitoring of temperature in the environment of 
the graft should be provided  

The removed organs should be flushed with cold preservation fluid. Donor blood should be 
removed as carefully as possible from the vessels of the organ, while keeping the organ cool 
in order to slow down its metabolism. Acceptable cold ischemia times should be specified for 
each type of organ and be kept to the minimum possible, as it is generally agreed that short 
preservation time correlates with better organ function. 

3.1.8. Organ processing and transportation. 

Allograft contamination has been described during processing of organs for transplantation. It 
also important to ensure that there is effective transportation of organs which minimises 
ischemic times and avoids organ damage. While maintaining medical confidentiality the 
organ container must be clearly labelled and should contain the necessary documentation. 
Next figure shows how different procedures for the retrieval of the organs, their packaging, 
labelling, preservation and transport, as well as how the documentation to be provided with 
the organ, the quality systems and the audit of accidents are regulated in the EU. It is clear 
that in the majority of countries (bars represent countries) these procedures are governed by 
technical guidelines: 
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3.1.9. Transplantation programmes  

It has been recognised by the experts of the Venice Conference that the recipient preparation, 
transplant procedure and follow up are critical for the outcome. Transplant procedures should 
be performed according to the state of the art, only in units which have all the necessary 

                                                 
7 Guide to safety and quality assurance for organs, tissues and cells. Council of Europe 
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facilities and human resources to maximise the safety of the recipient. The staff involved 
should have appropriate training and experience. 

The authorization of establishments and programmes of organ transplantation has been 
identified as one of the key elements to ensure quality and safety. The Council of Europe 
recommendation Rec (2004)19 of the Committee of Ministers adopted on 15 December 2004 
(6) recommends that that the governments of its member states take all necessary measures to 
ensure that criteria for the authorisation of organ transplantation facilities were in place. The 
recommendation considered that given that organ exchange and circulation of patients is 
becoming a more frequent phenomenon, minimum common standards should be guaranteed 
to the citizens. 

The conclusions of the Venice conference also stressed that the evaluation of procedures and 
outcomes is critical to the safety and effectiveness of transplant services. Transplant services 
should submit evaluation data to appropriate registers. Member States should take appropriate 
measures to ensure that a system is in place for collecting and analysing transplant follow up 
data on a regular basis. 

The following figures show the requirements in the different countries in relation with 
authorisation of organ transplantation. The bars indicate the number of countries.  
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3.1.10. Traceability and vigilance of adverse events and reactions 

It is important to ensure that all transplanted material can be traced forward to recipients and 
back to the donor. It is mandatory to inform the relevant contacts of donors or other recipients 
about potential problems coming to light after transplantation, when relevant to their health 

Twenty-five of the countries surveyed have a national register containing data on the origin 
and destination of the organs; in 18 of these countries this register is legally binding. From the 
countries where a register is in place, 15 have binding rules on restricted access and 
confidentiality. The percentage of countries with registers in place in the different settings 
(procurement sites and transplantation centres) is also indicated in figure below. 

It is necessary that national organizations ensure that specimens of serum and mononuclear 
cells of the donors are stored and can be reanalysed afterwards. Registers of activities in the 
procurement centres or in transplantation centres are only required by law in few Member 
states. Only five Member States require banking of serum samples for each donor.  
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Only in 8 countries is there a binding official mechanism for reporting of serious adverse 
events. In 12 more the system is driven by guidelines. This of especial interest as already 
mentioned every year, a number of organs are exchanged between EU Member States.  

3.1.11. Import / exports 

The regulation of the authorisation of organ imports and export from or to third counties are 
not regulated in many European Member States. The bars indicate the number of countries. 
These could have implications on the trafficking of organs in the Community  
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3.2. Organ Shortage 

The severe shortage of organ donors remains the main challenge that Member States in the 
European Union face with regard to organ transplantation. This section identifies the main 
facts and causes of this problem. 

3.2.1. Growing waiting lists 

It is a fact that more than 40,000 patients are currently waiting for a kidney in Western 
Europe. Waiting lists have increased in all EU countries and in the rest of countries of the 
world.  

Even in cases of sustained increases in the number of donors’, waiting list patients and times 
are very difficult to reduce. Demand of transplant increases more and faster than organ donor 
rates. However, the increase in the number of available donors will help to reduce the gap 
between supply and demand if not getting an absolute reduction of the waiting list. 

Average prevalence rate of end stage renal failure in Europe is around 1,000 patients p.m.p. 
Among those, between 20 and 30% are accepted to the waiting list for a kidney transplant. 
Annual incidence is around 140-150 new patients p.m.p., giving an average need of kidney 
transplants of 50 grafts p.m.p. per year, to cover the yearly needs. This rate will stabilize the 
waiting list but not decrease it, since the historical will always remain. Kidney transplant rates 
over 60 p.m.p. are necessary to reduce both renal waiting patients and waiting times. An 
increase in the organ donation rate up to 25 donors p.m.p. which is feasible and achievable 
will not be enough, but more easily complemented with other alternatives such as living 
donation. 

 
Austria 826 Greece 775 Poland 1105 
Bulgary  36 Hungary 939 Portugal   
Belgium 955 Iceland   Romania 1512 
Czech. Republic  343 Ireland  Slovak Republic  741 
Cyprus  Italy 8688 Slovenia 81 
Denmark 384 Latvia 354 Spain 4152 
Estonia 29 Lithuania 434 Sweden 503 
Finland 272 Luxembourg 11 The Netherlands 1088 
France 5932 Malta  United Kingdom 7126 
Germany 8853 Norway 174 TOTAL 45313 

Table 1. Patients awaiting for a Kidney transplant by 2005; 31st December8 

3.2.2. Increased demand of transplants 

The excellent results of transplants during the last decade, in terms of life years gained and 
improvement of quality of life, has multiplied the indications of these therapies. The tables 
below show the evolution of the patients admitted to the waiting list and the number of kidney 
grafted (table 2) and liver (table 3) transplants, in some European countries. It shows how the 
number of patients admitted to waiting lists has increased much more than the transplants 
performed. 

                                                 
8 Data from the Newsletter Transplant. Council of Europe- 2005 
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 1989 2004 

 
Waiting 

list Transplants 
Waiting 

list 
Evolution 

% Transplants 
Evolution 

% 
France  4.603 1957 5.380 16,8 2.127 8,6 
Eurotransplant 9.445 3.172 12.251 29,7 3.948 24,4 
Skandiatransplant 926 854 1.235 33,3 927 8,3 
U.K. /Ireland 3.704 1.960 6.829 84 1.924 -1,8 
Spain  5.024 1.039 4.026 -19,8 2.133 105 

Table 1. Kidney Transplants and Waiting List Patients 

 1989 2004 

 
Waiting 

list Transplants 
Waiting 

list 
Evolution 

% Transplants 
Evolution 

% 
France  183 585 460 151 833 42 

Eurotransplant 180 499 2.035 1000 1.391 178 

Skandiatransplant 21 65 58 176 248 281 

U.K. /Ireland 51 298 271 431 665 123 

Spain  90 170 631 600 1037 501 

Table 2. Liver Transplants and Waiting List Patients 

3.2.3. Limited donor pool 

It is also clear that the need for transplants increases much more than the available organs. 
There are different reasons for the shortage of donors. The majority (more than 90%) of the 
organ donors are patients who died in hospitals after an irreversible cessation of all brain 
functions, known as brain death. These patients are in Intensive Care Units where their 
cardio-respiratory functions are artificially preserved. Less then 3% of the deaths in hospitals 
are diagnosed with brain related criteria before cardiac arrest, and therefore the number of 
potential organ donors is low.  

There are other two other parallel groups of donors: firstly living donors (donors of single 
kidney or undergoing hemi-hepactectomy ) and the so call non-heart beating donors, these are 
patients in irreversible cardio circulatory arrest with a warm ischaemia time reduced enough 
to allow the extraction of the organ suitable for transplant. NHBD are defined in four 
categories after the Maastricht Workshop in 2005 (Masstricht riteria). However the use of 
these types of donors have not been actively actively favoured in many Member states given 
its ethical implications. 

3.2.4. Variability in Donation rates from deceased donors 

Linked with the limited donor pool it is the fact that there are important differences in the 
deceased organ donor rate within the EU. These differences cannot be explained only by 
differences in the general or specific mortality rates. 

Austria 24.8 Greece 8.1 Poland 14,5 
Bulgary 0,8 Hungary 18 Portugal 19 
Belgium 23.8 Iceland 6.8 Romania 0,5 
Czech. Republic  20,3 Ireland 17.6 Slovak Republic  12.1 
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Cyprus 8.9 Italy 21 Slovenia 10.5 
Denmark 11,9 Latvia 20 Spain 35.1 
Estonia 26.9 Lithuania 10,2 Sweden 14.2 
Finland 16.2 Luxembourg 6 The Netherlands 14.6 
France 22.2 Malta 10 United Kingdom 12.8 
Germany 14.8 Norway 16.5     

Table 4. Organ donor rates (per million population (p.m.p.). 20059 

3.2.5. Ischemia times. 

In addition organ transplants are subject to time pressure. The process from the procurement 
to the transplantation should be done in a few hours (in order to preserve the organ viability. 
Safety and quality evaluation procedures will take those differences into account.  

 

3.2.6. Compatibility donor recipient 

In order for organs to be transplanted, the donor has to match with the recipient. In organ 
transplants ABO (blood type) matching is required, although in some situations can be 
overridden. Good HLA (human leukocyte antigens) matching between donor and recipient is 
usually desirable for renal, pancreatic and small bowel transplants, but may not be required 
for other organ transplants. For thoracic and liver transplant recipients, a match in body size is 
an important consideration. Paediatric organs should preferably be offered to paediatric 
recipients.  

                                                 
9 Data from the Newsletter Transplant. Council of Europe- 2005 

Kidney 24-30 hours 

Liver 12-18 hours 

Lung 8-10 hours 

Heart 6-8hs 

Pancreas 6-8hs 
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3.2.7. Organisational complexity  

All explained above makes the organisational structure key in the organ 
donation/transplantation systems. It has an important role in the quality and safety of organs 
and also in their availability. The Donation / Transplantation process is complex involving 
many different steps; each transplant can require many professionals and more than 20 hours 
of continuous work. The process starts with the identification of the donors. After a careful 
evaluation in the search for any contraindication representing a potential risk for the recipient, 
all potential donors will be identified. After that comes the necessary clinical and legal 
certification. In case of deceased donor during all this time the haemodynamic stability must 
necessarily be maintained to preserve the viability of the organs.  

In the case of the legal or social requirement of the family consent (the case in most 
countries), It is needed to approach the relatives and interview them to request consent. The 
necessary arrangements, both within and outside the hospital, for multiple organ retrieval 
must also be made. The organs should be shared according to the previously approved 
allocation criteria, and the coordinating office should provide a complete logistic support. 
Once the retrieval is finished the organs will be grafted. 

The distribution and exchange of organs must be organised in such a way as to distribute them 
as ethically as possible, facilitating a policy of exchanges, maximising the benefit from the 
organs generated and the recipient chances of a transplant. All this implies more management 
standards in waiting lists and more consensus-based distribution or allocation criteria. During 
this process a number of preservation solutions are used and the organ has to be maintained in 
cold temperature 

3.2.8. Ethical issues  

There are many complex and sensitive ethical issues in this area that have could have 
repercussion on the availability, and it became clear that several of these aspects are dealt 
differently in Member States. It is generally accepted that the donation should be voluntary 
and altruistic with legal and ethical contexts clearly defined, the data from donors and 
recipients should be protected, provided that traceability is ensured, except in the case of a 
living donor with a close relationship to the recipient.  

Most of the Member States that responded to the Commission survey2 have legislation to 
protect the donor in respect of anonymity (measures ensuring that the identity of the 
recipient(s) is not disclosed to the donor or his family and vice versa); confidentiality 
(measures ensuring that all data collated, including genetic information, have been rendered 
anonymous so that the donor and the recipient are no longer identifiable) and non 
remuneration for the donation (measures preventing organ trade or trafficking). 

There is a general agreement that cadaveric organ retrieval is only allowed if some form of 
consent is available from the deceased or his relatives. This is also reflected in international 
guidelines; according to the additional protocol to the Convention of Biomedicine of the 
Council of Europe concerning Transplantation of Organs and Tissues of Human Origin10. 
Member States should ensure that there is a legal basis for ensuring valid consent or objection 

                                                 
10

 http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/QueVoulezVous.asp?NT=186&CM=8&DF=8/29/2
006&CL=ENG 
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to organ donation. The results of the Commission survey showed that in 28 countries the 
consent for a donation from the deceased donor is embedded in a binding law2. Only in one is 
it organised through guidelines. 

Basically two kinds of consent can be distinguished: systems of explicit consent (opting in) 
and systems of presumed consent (opting out). In the former the donor himself has to 
authorise organ removal after his death (in the form of an advanced directive or donor card or 
by filling in a form in order to record consent in a national register). In the latter kind of 
system, explicit consent is not required: it is sufficient that the deceased donor has not 
objected during his life (according to national law); in that case consent is presumed.11 It has 
to be noted that the dichotomy between pure opting in and opting out systems represent an 
oversimplification that fails to recognise the nuances with which these systems function in 
practice.  

There are mainly four forms of consent found among the countries surveyed. In 8 of the 
countries consent required always the agreement of those close to the deceased. 7 countries 
have in place a present consent law, but the family agreement is requested if the wishes of the 
deceased are unknown, in other 7 countries there are present consent law but in practice the 
confirmation of the family is needed, and in the rest of the countries surveyed (7) the 
presumed consent law applies and no family confirmation is needed.An important operational 
aspect of consent systems (whether explicit or presumed) is the way the consent of objection 
is being recorded. A growing number of European countries have established national 
registers so that the information on the willingness to donate is readily available and easily 
accessible for health professionals confronted with potential donors in a hospital or elsewhere. 
Most of the countries surveyed2 have a register in place; in 16 the existence of these registers 
is compulsory by law. There are different types of registers: dedicated registers of donors, 
non-donors, combined and other types such as a register of inhabitants that incorporates also 
the information about the willingness – or not - to donate or other kind of registers such as 
driving license or donor cards.  

24%

28%

7%

41%

Donor
No donor
Combined
Others

 

Regarding the consent of the living donor is also regulated by law in most of the countries2 

Transparency, Equity and Accessibility – It is also generally accepted that all transplant 
systems rules (allocation, access to transplant services, activity data, etc.) should be made 
public and be properly controlled.  

Death certification - Organ retrieval from the deceased may take place only after death 
certification. Death certification should be a matter of national legally binding rules that 
should be made public. 

                                                 
11 S Gevers, A.Janssen; R. Friele. Consent systems for post mortem Organ donation in Europe. European 

Journal of Health Law 2004 (11): 175-186 
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Of the countries surveyed, 86% (25) have binding legislation in place establishing a definition 
of brain death, three more have technical guidelines with definitions. As to which criteria are 
needed in the different countries for diagnosing brain death, differences are in evidence as 
indicated in figure 5 (the bars indicate the number of countries): 
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The number of doctors that have to confirm brain death also varies between the countries; in 
10 two doctors have to sign the certificate, in another 10 the number of doctors needed is 
three, while 8 countries require only one doctor and in one country four doctors are required. 

The situation is different regarding a binding definition of death in non-heart beating donors. 
Only 45% (13) of the countries have this definition in their legislation and five more in 
technical guidelines. 
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3.2.9. Participation of the society 

On the other hand, organ donation and transplantation are the only medical treatments that 
require the participation of society for their full development. One of the main reasons of the 
shortage of organs is the family refusals to donation. These refusals also vary widely within 
Europe: 

Austria   Greece 46,2 Poland 9,11 
Bulgaria 33,3 Hungary 8,6 Portugal 6 
Belgium   Iceland 25 Romania 21,4 
Czech. Republic    Ireland   Slovak Republic  17,1 
Cyprus   Italy 29,4 Slovenia 22 
Denmark   Latvia 19,3 Spain 16,8 
Estonia 20,8 Lithuania   Sweden   
Finland   Luxembourg   The Netherlands   
France 30,3 Malta   United Kingdom 42 
Germany   Norway 33,3     

They could be explained by the wide variability of procedures in the law of donor consent, for 
living and deceased donors, the different practices on donor registers, and also other important 
cultural, economic or social factors that influence the perception of the society of the benefit 
of donation. 

In 2006 a survey carried out by the European Commission12 asked to European citizens if 
they have already discussed within their families the possibility of being organ donors. 58% 
of the surveyed answered that they never had this discussion and 41% that they have already 
talked about it. This situation is worse respect the same survey done in 200213 

EB66.2, automne 2006 EB58.2, 
printemps 

2002 

 

UE25 UE15 NEM10 UE15 

Oui 41 44 25 46 

Non 58 55 73 52 

Ne sait pas 1 1 2 2 

In the same survey 56% of the answers declared to be ready to donate their organs to an organ 
donation service after their death, 26% were against this possibility and 18% didn’t know or 
didn’t want to answer the question. There were clear differences between Member states as 
the next figure shows. 

                                                 
12 Special Eurobarometer December 2006 Organ donation and transplantation  
13 Special Eurobarometer December 2002 Organ donation and transplantation  

http://ec.europa.eu/health/ph_threats/human_substance/documents/ebs_183.5_fr.pdf 
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More precisely the persons less favourable to the donation were people on retirement (49%), 
those persons with more that 55 years of age (49%) and persons which have finished full time 
studies before 15 years old (45%). Students (60%), persons that have suited full time at least 
until 20 years of age (66%) and the executives (67%) are proportionally the more favourable 
to donate.  

54 % of the citizens have answered affirmatively to the question « If you were asked in a 
hospital to donate an organ from a deceased close family member, would you agree? 23% 
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have answered negatively and 23% « I don’t know ». Answers again widely defer between 
countries. 

  

 

The creation of a European organ donor card, as proposed by the European Parliament in the 
context of the Opinion on first reading of 16 March 2006 on the Commission proposal for a 
Health and Consumer Protection Programme, could also contribute to increasing public 
awareness. Data from the eurobarometer survey in 2006 shows that 81 % of European citizens 
support the use an organ donor card to make it easier to identify people willing to donate 
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organs after their death. In spite of this only 12% of Europeans have currently an organ 
donation card. 

3.2.10. Alternatives: Increasing the detection of deceased donors and conversion into 
actual donors 

The adequate supply of organs is key for high quality and safe organ transplantations. A 
number of different alternatives, related to the organisation of donation systems and current 
practices, could help to reduce the gap between organ supply and demand.  

The combination of an efficient system for organ donor identification and detection and 
procurement has been identified as a key element in increasing the cadaver donation rate in 
those countries that have not reached their full potential. It has been said that many donors are 
lost due to a lack of evaluation, a lack of referral or because the option of donation is not 
presented to the relatives. 

Different initiatives have been explored measure correctly the potential for donation in all 
Member States (DOPKI project) and to increase the conversion rate of potential donors in 
actual donations in Member States. Since many years, the Donor Action Foundation (DA) has 
profiled itself as the only international organisation with activities in 10 European countries. 
DA has organised multiple international, national and regional training courses to familiarize 
users with its methodology. DA has been able to increase donation rates with 50 to 70% in 
hospitals, regions and countries that have implemented the DA methodology 

In many Member States, the training and employment of health care professionals responsible 
for detecting potential deceased organ donors and organising the donation process has 
increased the efficiency of the procurement of organs and improved the functioning of local 
and national transplant systems. Such professionals can also increase the rate of donation of 
tissues for transplantation. The Council of Europe has adopted a recommendation regarding 
the role and training of professionals responsible for organ donation (transplant “donor co-
ordinators”). It recommends member States to appoint a professional responsible for the 
identification of potential deceased organ and/or tissue donors in every hospital with an 
intensive care unit, the so call “Donor co-ordinators”, should have a high standard of 
professional training consistent with internationally recognised standards, to ensure the 
highest possible professional and ethical standards in organ donation and procurement.  

3.2.11. Alternatives: The use of living donors  

The use of living donors is an increasing alternative given the failure to meet the growing 
need for organs with cadaver donation. Living donation in Europe represents 17% of kidney 
transplant activity and 5% of liver transplantation. The use of living donors varies widely 
within Europe, from countries like Spain where they currently account for less that 4% of 
transplants, and other countries, mainly in Northern Europe and North America where the 
percentage of living donor transplants represents between 20% and 50% (figure below). 

Although living donors have always been critical for transplantation, the use of living donors 
has dramatically increased over recent years for kidney and portions of liver. The increase in 
living organ donation can be attributed to multiple factors, including pressure created by the 
shortage of deceased donors, surgical advances, and strong evidence of favourable transplant 
outcome and low donor risk. 
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There is ample evidence from world wide transplant outcome studies, that the short and long 
term clinical outcome from living related donor kidney transplants are equal to or 
significantly better that the overall results of kidneys transplanted from deceased organ 
donors. 

Living kidney donor transplantation carries some medical risks for the donor. The mortality 
risk has been calculated at 1:3000. The risk of a serious, but not life-threatening complications 
have been estimated to be 1-2%. However, if properly screened, there is very little risk that a 
donor will suffer any long-term health problems resulting from the unilateral nephrectomy. 

DOPKI project has looked into the Regulations in terms of living donation, these always 
imply a restriction in order to protect the potential living donor or to prevent organ trafficking. 
Hence it is only consequent that those restrictions are regulated by law since they effect the 
right of the living donor do decide himself about his physical integrity and it also deprives the 
living donor recipient from a possibly lifesaving treatment. 

In all participating countries in the project organ trafficking is penalized and living donation 
has to be altruistic. 

Generally living organ donation from minors is not accepted however in some countries (UK, 
Switzerland, Slovenia) exceptions can be made. The principle of subsidiarity - meaning that 
living donation is only allowed if no post mortem organ is available is only applicable in three 
countries. The majority of the participating countries require a specially defined relationship 
between donor and recipient and thus altruistic directed or non directed living donation can 
not take place in those countries. 10 out of sixteen countries have installed ethical committees 
that need to approve of the planned donation or require an approval by court.  
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It goes without saying that in all countries living donation requires an informed consent of the 
living donor. 

3.2.12. Alternatives: The use of marginal donors  

In order to increase the pool of available organs for transplantation, donor profile has changed 
dramatically. In some areas more than 30% of the organ donors are over 60 years old , 20% of 
them are hypertensive or 6% are diabetic. The so called “expanded or marginal donors” 
showed that transplantation of those “expanded kidneys” fields a substantial survival 
advantage over maintenance of dialysis14.  

The critical shortage of organs, the morbidity and mortality of patients awaiting 
transplantation have mandated careful reconsiderations of other potential donors who are not 
ideal candidates due to positive serology or history of malignancy. Transplantation of livers 
and kidneys with positive serology for hepatitis B or C into recipients with appropriate 
serological and viral profile has been accepted by some transplant teams.  

The use of organs from donors with malignancies has been not recommended by international 
bodies15. In less than 1% of all potential donors referred and after the medical examination 
we discovered the presence of an unknown malignancy during the surgical procedure. In this 
situation, usually organs are discarded, however several cases affecting very specific tumors 
in which the graft had already been performed, did not reveal any problem in the follow up. 
The decision to use or not organs from such donors would be based upon the known 
biological behaviour of those tumours, always keeping in mind the benefit not only for 
individuals but also for the entire transplant community. Again, published experience is not 
enough to establish safety limits in the practice. Same can be said for other hundreds of 
donors with pathological findings genetic or congenital disorders, or very rare diseases or 
conditions. Cooperation between countries will give bigger number of recorded charts to be 
on the way of defining quality and safety practice guidelines for those cases.  

An informed consent should be provided by the transplant candidate, unless their physical or 
mental condition does not allow them to do so. 

DOPKI project has started to search into the different regulations in the participants countries. 
The table at the end of this section shows whether regulations on expanded donors are existent 
within each country and if yes what its contents are. 

3.2.13. Alternatives: The use of non-heart beating donors 

As already mentioned there is recent evidence that developments in the screening of seriously 
ill patients and changes in intensive-care practices may lead to fewer patients dying in an 
intensive care unit and meeting the criteria for determination of brain death. In order to 
expand the donor pool it is important to consider donations from non-heart-beating donors 
(NHBD). These are donors who have suffered a cardio-respiratory arrest in which special 
cooling and preservation techniques can be established in a very short period of time 
(generally less than thirty minutes), although the blood flow has not been maintained 

                                                 
14 B. Miranda, J. Vilardell., JM: Grinyó. Optimizing cadaver organ procurement. The Catalan and the 

Spanish experience. Am.J.Transpl. 2003; 3:1-8 
15 International Consensus Document Standardization of Organ Donor Screening to Prevent Transmission 

on Neoplastic Diseases. Council of Europe Newsletter Transplant. September 2001;Vol.6.N’1:45-51. 
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permanently by a machine, under certain circumstances these people could be donors of 
certain organs). 

The DOPKI project has investigate the situation on non heart beating donors in several 
European Countries. In four out of 16 countries – namely in Croatia, Germany, Hungary, and 
Poland NHBD is legally not permitted since a completed brain death diagnosis is required 
prior to organ retrieval.  

Apparently in some countries there are no legal restrictions however respective programs 
have not been installed. In Italy, Portugal and France – even though NHBD is not forbidden 
from a legal point of view, programs are not existent or only recently under development. 

From the 14 countries where non Heart beating donation is allowed by law only UK allows 
donation in all categories and has also programs in place in each category. 
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Non Heartbeating Donation 

Organisation Country 
NHBD 
legally 

approved? 
Maastricht Category I Maastricht Category II Maastricht 

Category III. Maastricht Category IV. 

   Legally 
approved 

Existing 
programs 

Legally 
approved 

Existing 
programs 

Legally 
approved 

Existing 
programs 

Legally approved Existing 
programs 

./. Austria Yes * Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Belgian 
Transplantation 
Society (BTS) 

Belgium Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MZSS Croatia No No No No No No No No No 

KST Czech Republic Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No 

ABM France Yes Yes Under 
development Yes Under 

development No No Yes Under 
development 

DSO Germany No No No No No No No Yes, if brain death 
diagnosis completed No 

Hu-T Hungary No No No No No No No Yes, if brain death 
diagnosis completed  

CNT Italy Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 

./. Luxembourg NO No No No No No No No No 

NTS Netherlands Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Poltransplant Poland No No No No No No No Yes No 

OPT Portugal Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Slovenija-Transplant Slovenia Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 

ONT Spain Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 
Swisstransplant Switzerland Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

UK - Transplant United Kigdom Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

* law says: ..removal of organs of deceased people.. Not specifically brain death or cardiac death      
  

TABLES FROM DOPKI PROJECT 
Living Donation 

Organisation Country 

Regulated by 
Law  (In 

parliamentary 
Transplantation 

act) 

Informe
d 

Consent 
required 

Allowed 
for 

Minors/pe
rsons 

lacking 
legal 

capacity 

Principle of 
Subsidiarity 

Requirement 
for Donor-
recipient- 

Relationship 

Approval 
by ethical 
committee 

Approval 
by court 

Altruistic/No 
remuneration 

Organ 
traffickin
penalize

./. Austria No; only position 
paper Yes No  No No No Yes Yes 

BTS Belgium Yes Yes No  No Not 
mandatory No Yes Yes 

MZSS Croatia Yes Yes No  No Yes  Yes Yes 

KST Czech 
Republic Yes Yes Yes   Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

ABM France Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

DSO Germany Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

Hu-T Hungary Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes 
CNT Italy Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

./. Luxembourg Yes Yes No  Yes No No Yes Yes 

NTS Netherlands Yes Yes No  No No No Yes Yes 

Poltransplant Poland Yes Yes No No Yes  

Only in 
case of 

non 
relatives 

Yes Yes 

OPT Portugal Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes yes 
Slovenija-
Transplant Slovenia Yes Yes Yes,with 

obligations  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

ONT Spain  Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Swisstranspla
nt Switzerland from 2007 Yes 

Yes, with 
some 

obligations 
 No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

UK - 
Transplant 

United 
Kigdom Yes Yes Yes, rare No No 

Yes, from 1 
September 

2006 all 
living 

donations 
will be 

approved by 
the Human 

Tissue 
Authority. 

Yes Yes Yes 
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Extended Criteria Donor 

Organisation Country Do regulations exist defining ECD and their utilisation? Age limits for Donors? If Yes, what age? 

     Kidney Liver Heart Lung Pancreas 
  Austria Not regulated.       
BTS Belgium No, age relative contra indications are set down in Eurotransplant manual. no no no no no 
MZSS 

Croatia 

Yes, regulations exist. They are also established by The ordinance on measures to assure 
the safety and quality of parts of the human body for medical use ( consistently with 
“Guide to safety and quality assurance for organs, tissues and cells” from The Council of 
Europe, see attachment!!!), and by National guidelines for treatment, allocation and 
preparing of potential patients for kidney transplantation 

     

KST Czech 
Republic Not regulated.       

ABM 
France There is one protocol on double kidney transplantation; There is specific rules for organs 

harvested in a donor positive for HCV or HbV and syphilis No No No No No 

DSO 

Germany 

Criteria for allocation limitations:Organs from donors with grave prior diseases (e.g. history 
of malignancy) or complications resulting from these diseases require a special allocation 
procedure.For example expanded donor criteria are given when the donor suffered of one 
of the following diseases:- viral hepatitis (alternatively HBS Ag+, anti-HBC+ or anti-
HCV+)- sepsis with positive blood-culture- malignant tumour in medical history- drug 
abuse. Specified criteria for extended donor criteria are only existent for liver 
transplantation such as (alternatively): - Age of donor > 65 years- ICU-treatment including 
artificial respiration > 7 days- donor adipositas >BMI.>30- fatty liver (histologically 
affirmed) > 40 %- Sodium>165mmol/l - SGOT or SGPT >3x average (last parameter 
before notification as donor) or- S-Bilirubin >3mg/dl (last parameter before notification as 
donor)  Each individual case has to be evaluated by the physicians involved in the organ 
retrieval in order to determine whether the extended donor criteria are fulfilled or not. 
Different allocation mechanism according to centre and patient profile 

No No No No No 

Hu-T Hungary Not regulated. Donor criteria are summarized in guidelines. No No No No No 
CNT 

Italy 
YES, national guidelines exist for safety and give allocation limitations - There is no age 
limit that needs to be followed by coordinators but transplant teams are free to decide case 
by case 

No No No No No 

./. Luxembourg No No No No No No 
NTS Netherlands YES, non-heartbeating donation, EurotransplantSeniorProgram (old for old) No No No No No 
Poltransplant 

Poland There are also such guidelines issued in Poltransplant’s Manual. They are organ specific and 
are different depending on the organ retrieved. The English version is not readily available No Yes, 

60 Yes, 60 Yes, 60 Yes, > 50 
and < 5 

OPT Portugal No Yes, No Yes Yes Yes 
Slovenija-
Transplant Slovenia There are guidelines in the Sloveniatransplant manual No No No No No 

ONT Spain Organ Specific guidelines No No Yes, < 
60 

Yes, < 
60 Yes, < 55 

Swisstransplant 
Switzerland Included in the kidney allocation rules, we speak there about handicap kidneys, the 

recipients have to sign a consent form for a marginal organ No no no no no 

UK - Transplant United 
Kigdom No - risk/benefit assessed by local teams No No No No No 

  

Table from DOPKI project. 

3.3. Organisational Systems  

1.Organisational structures have not only an impact on quality and safety of organs but also 
on the detection, referral and hence the availability of organs. The organizational structure is 
key in the organ donation/transplantation systems. There is a need for a well organized and 
effective transplant system. This system needs an appropriate legal framework, a good 
technical approach and organizational support.  

The DOPKI project has evaluated these organisational systems in many European Countries: 
As can be seen in the Table (From DOPKI project) below all participating organisations are in 
charge of the coordination of organ donation. Only a very small percentage of countries that 
have installed a national organ procurement agency are not in charge at the same time for 
organs and tissues. These results coincide with those from the Commision Survey: most of the 
organ transplantation organisations are also in charge of the activities of human tissues (82% 
of them) and in a low percentage (57%) they also deal with haematopoietic progenitors.  
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Organisation Country  Organs Tissues Cells Others

./. Austria ./. ./. ./. ./.
BTS

Belgium Yes Yes

Yes (but 
not 

mention
ned in 
the law 
1986)

./.

MZSS Croatia Yes Yes ./. ./.
KST Czech Republic Yes Yes ./. ./.
ABM

France Yes Yes Yes

Assisted reproductive 
technologies; embryo 

research; genetic 
testing

DSO Germany Yes
New law 
pending

./. ./.

Hu-T Hungary Yes ./. ./. ./.
CNT Italy Yes Yes Yes ./.
Luxembourgtransplant Luxembourg Yes Yes Yes ./.
NTS Netherlands Yes Yes No ./.
Poltransplant Poland Yes ./. Yes ./.
OPT Portugal Yes Yes Yes ./.
Slovenija-Transplant Slovenia Yes Yes Yes ./.
ONT Spain Yes Yes Yes ./.
Swisstransplant Switzerland Yes ./. Islets ./.
UK - Transplant United Kigdom Yes Yes ./. ./.
ET Netherlands Yes ./. ./. ./.

Field of Activity

 

Most of the 29 EU countries surveyed in the Commission survey have a national public body 
(25) in charge of the organ transplantation / organ exchange. Some countries (3) have also this 
type of structure decentralised in regional bodies. Others (14) have in addition an international 
organisation in charge of some of the functions. 

The majority of organisations is of public character. In Germany and Switzerland private non 
profit organisations have been mandated by the Ministry of Health in Germany and by state 
contract in Switzerland (Netherlands) to coordinate the donation and procurement activities. 
Most of the organisations have a national headquarter but additionally also a regional 
structure. An overview is given in table 2 (From DOPKI project) 

Table: Field of activity of the organisations participating in this project 
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Organisation Country Private Public Supranational National Regional

./. Austria ./. ./. ./. ./. ./.
BTS Belgium ./. Yes ./. Yes ./.
MZSS Croatia ./. Yes ./. Yes ./.
KST Czech Republic ./. ./. ./. Yes 7 regional 
ABM France ./. Yes ./. Yes 6 ABM 
DSO Germany Yes ./. Yes 7 DSO-Regions
Hu-T Hungary ./. Yes ./. Yes 4 Regions
CNT Italy ./. Yes ./. Yes ./.
Luxembourg Transplant Luxembourg ./. Yes ./. yes ./.
NTS Netherlands Yes ./. Yes
Poltransplant Poland ./. Yes ./. Yes ./.
OPT Portugal ./. Yes ./. Yes GCCOT -5
Slovenija-Transplant Slovenia ./. Yes ./. Yes ./.
ONT Spain ./. Yes ./. Yes ./.
Swisstransplant Switzerland Yes ./. Yes ./.
UK - Transplant United Kigdom ./. Yes Yes ./. ./.
ET Netherlands Yes ./. Yes ./. ./.

Structure

 

One could conclude that. two different models are present in the EU: one consists of law-
approved, institutional-centered, national transplant organizations (NTOs) based on the 
principle of local and regional coordination, whereas the other consists of multinational organ 
exchange organizations (OEOs) whose main objective it is to allow for adequate donor-
recipient matching through international organ sharing. In light of these two different models, 
the EU transplant geography can be split into two areas: countries with NTOs based on the 
principle of local and regional coordination - such as Spain, Italy, France, and Portugal - and 
countries grouped into multinational exchange organizations, such as Eurotransplant 
(Germany, Austria, Belgium, The Netherlands, Luxembourg, Slovenia, and Croatia) or 
Scandiatransplant (Denmark, Sweden, Finland, and Norway). Even among those nations that 
have recently joined the EU, some have opted for a NTO-like model (Poland, Hungary), while 
other, smaller countries have gathered in an OEO-like fashion (Balttransplant for Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania).  

What is really essential to the NTO-like model adopted in Spain, Italy and France and differs 
from the OEO-model currently working in Central and Northern Europe is a different concept 
of transplant organization. In a NTO model, transplantation is not simplistically a mere 
medical discipline, but a complex healthcare process requiring active participation from 
healthcare professionals, stakeholders and local/regional/central authorities. With the 
exception of UKTSA (the UK Transplant Service Authority), virtually all major NTOs are 
centrally-governed, institutional organizations, officially endorsed by public laws and/or bills 
and in charge of disciplining, monitoring of and planning of all donation and transplantation 
activities within their borders.  

2. In addition there are examples of European organisations are already in place, which proves 
the need and importance of wider –European- cooperation  

The Council of Europe, which groups together 46 countries, including 21 countries from 
Central and Eastern Europe, has been actively involved in this area. The Committee of 
Experts on the Organisational Aspects of Co-operation in Organ Transplantation (SP-CTO) 
was set up following the 3rd Conference of European Health Ministers in Paris in 1987 on the 
ethical, organisational and legislative aspects of organ transplantation. 
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The Eurotransplant International Foundation is responsible for the mediation and allocation of 
organ donation procedures in Austria, Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and 
Slovenia. In this international collaborative framework, the participants are all transplant 
hospitals, tissue-typing laboratories and hospitals where organ donations take place. The 
Eurotransplant region numbers well over 118 million inhabitants. 

As mentioned previously, every year a number of organs are exchanged between EU Member 
States. Cross border exchanges imply that the transplantation process is carried out by 
hospitals or professionals falling under different jurisdictions. However the number of organs 
interchanged between Member States constitutes a low percentage of the total organs used for 
transplantation. However the establishment of Eurotransplant is perhaps an example of how 
this situation could change if the adequate organisation is in place, the exchange rate of 
kidneys between partners countries has ranged from 5% for 6 HLA mismatches to 42.8 % for 
0 HLA mismatches (23 % of all transplants with and average exchange rate of 19.7%) over 
the last five years. (EUROCET D7.2) 

Scandiatransplant is a Nordic organ exchange organisation and it covers a population of 24 
million inhabitants in five countries. According to the by-laws, the purpose of the 
Scandiatransplant association is fourfold: (1) Scandiatransplant shall effect the exchange of 
organs and tissue between the participating transplant centres; (2) It shall operate a database 
and communicate information from it; (3) It shall contribute to promoting the provision of 
human organs and tissue for transplantation; (4) It shall support scientific activities. 
Scandiatransplant was founded in 1969 on the initiative of Nordic pioneers within the organ 
transplantation field. 

Two other organisations can be considered as having international scope: Balttransplant, an 
NGO operating in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, and UK Transplant which scope is extended 
to UK and Ireland. 

On April 2004 the Ministers of Health of Italy, Austria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, 
Hellenic Republic, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, The Netherlands, Poland and Slovak 
Republic signed the Prague Declaration which declared, among other things, the constitution 
of the European Transplant Network to be the official intergovernmental organisation of 
participating countries, designated for mutual cooperation in the field of organ and tissue 
donation and transplantation. Members of ETN are the new Member States of the EU plus 
Italy Greece and Austria. The organization is open to any country who would like to join it, 
and Croatia has applied recently. The organization was founded with the aim of establishing 
close collaboration and exchange of experience among the members in different aspects of the 
sector for achieving higher standards of efficiency of the involved organizations, which so far 
present different levels of development. 

Finally the main European organ exchange organisations (EOEOs) (Eurotransplant, Swiss 
transplant, Italian Transplant Centre, Hungaro transplant, UK Transplant, Organização 
Portuguesa de Transplantação, Etablissement Français des Greffes, Skandiatransplant, 
Poltransplant, Greek transplant organisation and the Spanish Organización Nacional de 
Transplantes, ) meet on a regular basis. These organisations have already stressed the need to 
analyse the differences between the EU countries in the accreditation / authorisation / 
licensing / registration systems (training of professionals, authorisation of centres and 
transplant programmes, import/export…etc) and the consequences of these differences in the 
availability of organs and their quality and safety.  
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3.Even among EU countries with well-developed services, there are considerable differences 
in organ donation and transplantation activity and it seems that some organisational models 
are performing better than others. In some countries the transplantation activity exceeds 80 
transplanted organs pmp, compared to others with a rate of 40 pmp, and these differences are 
not necessarily explained by the donation rates. As a matter of example the next figure shows 
the European activity on liver transplantation in 2005 (data from the Council of Europe). 

 

The DOPKI project is looking into the different performances of transplant systems of the 
countries participating in the project as it seems that the way transplant procedures are carried 
out vary between member states; e.g. in some countries the rate of non- renal transplanted 
organs exceeds the number of kidney transplants, whereas at the other extreme the rate of all 
other organs is only 20% of the kidney transplant rate. These differences can not be explained 
by the incidence of the major causes of death or the incidence of end organ failure in the 
population.. As two examples taken from the current work of the project it has studied the 
differences between countries of the percentage of multi organ donors. Multiorgan donation 
should be encouraged and realized whenever possible. Some statistics indicate that this is 
often not done.  
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Figure14: Percentage of multi organ donors out of effective donors across countries (mean 
2003-2005) 

In 12 of the 14 countries studied, the percentage of multi organ donation is around 80 %. 
Multi organ donation requires that at least two different types of solid organs have been 
retrieved for transplantation purposes. Another type of efficiency rate studied is to determine 
how many organs where grafted per effective donor on the average. In 11 out of 15 countries 
that made this data available to us more than 3 organs where grafted per effective donor.  
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Number of organs per effective donor across countries (mean 2003-2005) 

Also the number of transplant centres per population differs widely. For example, the number 
of liver transplantation centres vary from more that 0.5 centres per million of population in 
Belgium to less that 0.1 in Hungary or no centres in some Member States. That should be 
considered given the relation between the accessibility to organ transplantation and the 
donation rates.  

Number of transplant programs to date 31.12.2005 

Countries KIDNEY LIVER HEART LUNG PANCREAS BOWEL TOTAL
Austria 5 3 3 3 3 0 17 
Belgium  8 6 7 4 7 0 32 
Croatia               
Germany 42 25 26 15 25 4 141 
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Spain 42 23 17 7 11 3 104 
France 44 24 26 15 14 4 127 
HR 4 1 1 0 2 0 7 
Hungary 4 1 1 0 2 0 8 
Italy  40 21 19 12 15 3 110 

Luxembourg 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Netherlands 9 3 3 3 2 0 20 
Poland 18 6 2 3 4 0 33 

Switzerland 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 
United 
Kingdom 26 7 7 6 9 3 58 
Cech 
Republic               
Portugal  8 3 4 1 1 0 17 

4. As part of this organisation, an effective allocation system is essential. This system has to 
take into account the short time that organs can be maintained in good conditions prior to 
transplantation, and the necessity to ensure that the organ is assigned to the most suitable 
recipient, according to predefined criteria. 

In 17 of the countries surveyed2, the allocation criteria for organs are legally binding. These 
allocation criteria normally refer to clinical criteria (medical situation of the recipient, 
compatibility, time in the waiting list) and geographical criteria (to reduce the time of 
ischemia and the efficiency of the process).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The majority of the countries where information is available (we do not have information on 
this in 10 countries) use a combination of these two types (12 countries). In five countries the 
criteria are only clinical and in two only geographical criteria are used. The responsibility of 
establishing the allocation criteria is distributed as indicated above (percentage of countries). 

These criteria are public in most of the countries (26) 2 (in one country data are not available). 
Also in most of the countries the organ transplantation organisation is responsible for 
monitoring compliance with these criteria (26). Changes in the allocation criteria are 
permitted in most of the countries (21), these changes are based in 72% of the countries on the 
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probability of the transplant for different groups of patients (depending in the age, blood 
group, place at resident, etc…). 

The inclusion and exclusion criteria for waiting lists are governed mainly through technical 
guidelines, with only few countries having binding criteria2, as is shown below 
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3.4. Rational for EU action 

In areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the EU may only act if and in so 
far as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member 
States and can therefore, by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better 
achieved by the Community (article 5 EC Treaty). This principle of subsidiarity has been 
invoked frequently in relation to initiatives on health care provision and financing. 

The Treaty itself in its art. 152.4 a) provides expressly the possibility for the EC to adopt 
harmonising measures to ensure Organ safety and quality of organs. National legislations 
differ between Member States. A national approach could not ensure the same minimum 
standard of quality and safety for organs. 

Organ interchange is already taken place in Europe. In the Eurotransplant area the average 
exchange rate of kidneys between partners countries was around 20% over the last five years. 
The Eurotransplant region covers 118 million inhabitants. Common quality and safety rules 
are needed in this context.  

The example of Eurotransplant shows that once a common organisation and common rules are 
in place, the number of organ exchange increases and contributes to maximize the opportunity 
for patients to obtain the best possible organ. It also contributes to avoid that potential donors 
are not considered because the lack of suitable recipient at that moment in the national waiting 
list.  

There was identified the need to develop systems for offering exchange of organs for urgent 
patients and difficult recipients (e.g. children, highly sensitized patients). These patients can 
not be adequately treated in small member states with limited donor pool, and can clearly 
benefit from an EU initiative. In order to establish such a system common quality and safety 
standards should be in place.  

Also the movement of donors should be considered (e.g. In Spain close to 10 % of the donors 
last year were foreigners (more than 50% of these were Europeans) and this tendency has 
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steadily increased in the last years from 2 % in 2000. Cooperation to introduce initiatives that 
facilitate information to citizens about the different donation systems in Europe and facilitate 
these donations of foreign citizens will have an added value. 

The exchange of organs is not the only "European issues" that justifies a common set of basic 
standards, also the movement of patients. Having common binding standards of quality and 
safety will be the only mechanism to ensure a high level of health protection all along the EU.  

It is also important to consider the link with the quality and safety requirements for tissues 
and cells. Many times an organ donor is also a tissue donor. Currently the Directive on quality 
and safety covers the traceability and the Tissue and cells adverse event/reaction reporting but 
not the organ side. These systems should be linked, even if organs are not largely cross border 
exchanged, tissues and cells are. An adverse reaction in an organ donor recipient should be 
traced and reported on the tissue vigilance system (already foreseen under the tissues and cells 
directive) if needed.  
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This is in close relation to the fact that organ shortage is a common dilemma in all European 
countries, and that sharing of best practices, best models and expertise across the EU 
members has already proved useful in increasing organ donor rates in some countries.  

This is of particular interest because the experience shows how some organisational models 
are performing clearly better than others. Identifying those elements in the different systems 
(appropriate legal framework, good technical approach or organizational support) that could 
be promoted at community level will bring a clear European added value, in particular for 
those member states with less developed systems.  

In addition European cooperation is imperative on the evaluation of measures intended to 
increase organ donation such the use of the so call expanded donors. Again, published 
experience is not enough to establish safety limits in this practice. Same can be said for other 
hundreds of donors with pathological findings genetic or congenital disorders, or very rare 
diseases or conditions. Cooperation between countries will give bigger number of recorded 
charts to be on the way of defining quality and safety practice guidelines for those cases. This 
is linked to the need of develop of consensus guidelines and professional standards to ensure 
good medical practices or the evaluation of post transplant results “organovigilance” to lead to 
a safer and more effective use of organ donors. This can be addressed more efficiently with a 
community perspective. 
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4. OBJECTIVES 

In response to the issues outlined in the previous section, the general objective of the EU The 
main objective of the EU is to ensure high standards of quality and safety for human organs 
used in therapy at Community level as reflected in Article 152 of the Treaty. This overall 
objective should be linked to specific objectives related to the main problem identified by the 
experts in this area, the shortage of organ donors. In order to address adequately the quality 
and safety aspects an integrated approach is needed, therefore it will be equally important to 
analyse actions at EU level to increase the availability of organs use in therapy and to promote 
the accessibility to these therapies in the Community.  

The main objectives are represented in the figure below:  

 

 

 

 

Ensuring quality and safety and increasing organ availability are the two main goals of the 
proposal and should not be addressed separately. Quality and safety is in the core of the 
Treaty (Article 152). Actions on quality and safety could have an effect on organ availability. 
There is an important trade-off to consider in this respect. 

On the other hand, the availability has also impact on the quality and safety. Maximising the 
donor pool will allow to select the best organ for the patient in need. 

Avoiding organ trafficking is important because any criminal on ethically doubtful activity in 
this area would undermine the trust of the population of the donation-transplantation process. 
A loss of trust can seriously lower the donation rates. Ilegal trafficking could also undermine 
the quality and safety of the process. In the other hand organ trafficking is a consequence of 
the scarcity of organs, actions oriented to increase organ availability will help to combat organ 
trafficking. 

The operative objectives are detailed in section 7.3.1. 

5. POLICY OPTIONS 

In June this year DG SANCO launched an open consultation on organ donation and 
transplantation. The aim of the consultation was to identify the main problems encountered in 
organ donation and transplantation, to invite ideas on EU initiatives that could help to solve 
these problems, and to determine the extent to which measures should be taken at Community 
level. 

In the consultation, 3 possible scenarios were outlined for future EU action with regard to 
organ donation and transplantation:  

Main objective: High level of human health protection (Article 152 of the Treaty) 

Ensuring quality and 
safety 

Increase organ 
availability

Avoid Organ 
trafficking 
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– To maintain the status quo, continuing certain basic projects already being carried out 
under different EU programmes without any further coordination.  

– To establish an EU structure that would promote active coordination between Member 
States on organ transplantation e.g. establishing guidelines for quality and safety standards; 
sharing experiences and best practice; promoting European registers on transplantation; 
identifying the main problems at EU-level when it comes to organ exchanges; and 
reviewing the legal framework on organ trafficking.  

– To implement an open method of coordination between Member States in which they 
would work together on the actions outlined in Point 2 above, while the Commission 
would consider EU legislation to complement and reinforce these actions. A Directive on 
quality and safety could be an option, along with legislative proposals against organ 
trafficking.  

a) First level: Further work under existing Community programmes.  

This option will mean continuing the current work under the different Community 
programmes (Public heath, Research, Information Society and Justice, freedom and security) 
to support this area, without any further coordination. 

b) Second level: Active coordination between Member States on organ quality, safety 
and availability. 

Article 152.4 constitutes the legal basis for the EC to adopt common measures to ensure high 
standards of health and safety of organs. Within this framework, Member States remain 
responsible for a number of significant issues linked to quality and safety, particularly with 
respect to the organisation of donation systems and health care. 

The use of an open method of coordination, specifically adapted to this concrete field, and as 
a complement to the legislative framework, will provide the necessary policy mix to achieve a 
gradual approach to the development of an EU policy. This approach will be based, in the first 
stage at least, on the identification and development of common objectives for which it is 
agreed that a Community response is necessary, on agreed quantitative and qualitative 
indicators and benchmarks, regular reporting and identification of best practices. 

Actions:  

Coordination on organ transplantation activities between Member States. These could include  

– Identifying standards of quality and safety. 

– Putting a system in place to facilitate the transmission of the full donor record -a common 
basic set of donor data- and other relevant information within Europe.  

– Sharing experiences and best practices on establishing efficient systems for organ donor 
detection and procurement.  

– Promotion of on-going training of professionals as a key element in this process.  

– The cooperation between countries leading to the compilation of sufficient information 
will assist in determining the acceptable levels of risk in the use of expanded donors. 
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Promoting EU registers on transplantation or cooperation between national registers should 
be one of the priorities.  

– International co-operation on the promotion of organ donation is desirable to help increase 
public awareness, maximise organ donation, and equalise access to transplantation between 
countries. Governments should actively promote such co-operation.  

– Identifying the main problems at EU level for the interchange of organs and patients. 
Systems for offering excess organs to other countries should be developed and in particular 
exchange of organs for urgent patients and difficult recipients (children, highly sensitive 
patients, ect).  

– Exchange of patients, reimbursements of costs, common transplant lists, admission criteria, 
prevention of registration on multiple transplant lists, among other subjects, need 
discussion.  

– Agreeing a common ethics code on organ transplantation. 

c) Third level. Second level + Minimum harmonisation on quality and safety + Initiative 
on Organ trafficking 

It could be proposed that this open method of coordination should be implemented for an 
initial period upon which an evaluation on the need for a Directive on quality and safety is 
undertaken. After this “phasing in period” and in the light of the evaluation of the 
implementation of the coordination method, the introduction of additional legislative 
instruments should be considered. It could also be proposed that the coordination method 
starts in parallel with the elaboration of legislative instruments. In any case, an impact 
assessment shall be performed before deciding on the appropriateness to the introduction of 
additional legislative instruments 

This option builds on the previous level. In addition to the actions described, it incorporates 
appropriate community legal instruments in order to ensure there are comparable basic levels 
of quality and safety throughout Member States.  

Actions:  

1) EU Directive on Quality and safety for the donation, procurement, testing, preservation, 
transport and distribution of human organs, under Article 152 of the Treaty  

– Establishing common quality and safety standards for the 
authorization/accreditation/licensing of establishments and programs of organ donation and 
procurement.  

– Ensuring quality management system, with a description of the standard operation 
procedures. 

– Having a basic set of donor information and a system in place to facilitate the transmission 
of information within Europe, so that a proper risk benefit analysis can be made by the 
transplant team independent of the origin of the organ. 

– Ensure effective preservation and transportation of organs to minimise ischemic times and 
avoid organ damage. 
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– Ensuring traceability and the reporting of serious adverse events and reactions. 

2) Follow up the Greek initiative based on the results of the Europol report to evaluate how to 
tackle at least partly the issue of organ trafficking in the EC proposal based on art. 152.4 of 
the Treaty or to explore other possible initiatives to be undertaken on the basis of art. 29, 
31(e), and 34(2)(b) of Title VI of the EU Treaty (third pillar) 

6. ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS 

6.1. Political impact 

In 1958, the Council of Europe’s Agreement No 26 on the exchange of therapeutic substances 
of human origin became the starting point for cross-border activities in this field. While 
specifically referring to human blood and its derivatives, provisions were made for the 
Agreement’s extension to cover other therapeutic substances. Its main purpose was to 
facilitate exchanges of human substances between Member States of the Council of Europe in 
cases of urgent need and under the expressed condition that no profit was made. In 198616, 
the European Community became a contracting party to this Agreement. Subsequent 
agreements, recommendations and guidelines that have emanated from the Council of Europe 
for more than fifty years17 are the starting point for what now occurs in relation to safety and 
quality of substances of human origin in Europe. 

In the resolution of the Council of ministers for health in 199118 concerning fundamental 
health choices the Council took note that the analysis of the Community’s possible 
contribution concerning the availability of organs for transplants was identified as one of the 
topics which warrant join consideration, regular joint discussions and/or joint efforts to assist 
MS in framing their health policies. 

In its 1994 report19 the Commission recommended the development of a blood strategy as a 
way towards restoring the confidence of Community citizens in the safety of the blood 
transfusion chain and fostering the goal of self-sufficiency. Council adopted the elements of 
this strategy in its 1995 Resolution20. 

The reports throughout the eighties of blood contaminated with the human immunodeficiency 
virus (HIV) were undermining the public’s confidence in the blood supply while at the same 
time, public health experts were continuing to try to prevent the transmission by blood and 
other substances of human origin of the main types of infectious agents – viruses, bacteria, 
and parasites.  

                                                 
16 Council Decision 86/346/EEC, OJ L207, 30.07.1986, p.1 
17 Genetet, B. Blood transfusion: half a century of contribution, Council of Europe Press, September 1998. 

55p. 
18 Resolution of the Council and the Ministers for health, OJ C304 23/11/1991 p5-6 
19 Communication from the Commission on blood safety and self-sufficiency. COM(94) 652 final of 

21.12.1994. 
20 Council Resolution of 2 June 1995 on blood safety and self-sufficiency in the community, OJ C164. 

30.6.95. p. 1. 
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The year 1997 was to see the Commission take a major step forward when it presented its first 
proposal21 under Article 129 of the Treaty of Maastricht. Adopted as a Council 
Recommendation22, it aimed to set forth common criteria for the acceptance of blood and 
plasma donors as well as a set of screening tests that should be carried out in all Member 
States, whether the donation was intended for transfusion or for further manufacturing into 
plasma-derived products. 

However, it was the entry into force of the Treaty of Amsterdam that was to provide the 
Community with an opportunity to put into place a more coherent legislative framework to 
address the elements that had been set out in the blood strategy and to ensure a high level of 
safety for both donors and recipients. From 1999 onwards, with the adoption of the Treaty of 
Amsterdam, Article 152 has explicitly enabled the European Parliament and Council to adopt 
health measures setting high standards of quality and safety of organs and substances of 
human origin, blood and blood derivatives.  

The Community has already adopted Directives of the Parliament and the Council on blood23 
in 2003 and on tissues and cells24 in 2004. These laws have been followed by the adoption by 
the Commission (through the comitology procedure) of technical directives25,26,27,28 during 
the last years; the next step is to establish a set of non-binding initiatives to assist Member 
States to reach a consistent level of competence and performance. 

The third step in this process would be to ensure the quality and safety of human organs. The 
European Parliament has already pushed to include organs in the scope of the tissues and cells 
Directive. At that time the Commission already recognised that organs needed a different 
approach from blood or tissues. Given the shortage of organs, the quality and safety aspects 
have to be considered fully within the framework of supply and demand.  

This Commission Communication is responding to the mandate of the Treaty, which has been 
requested by the European Parliament and the Council of ministers. Furthermore, this 
Communication could support Member States in their efforts to strengthen public health 
policy and contribute to a better multi-stakeholder cooperation. 

This is in close relation to the fact that organ shortage is a common dilemma in all European 
countries, and that sharing of expertise across the EU members has already proved useful in 
increasing organ donor rates in some countries. However, if the EU is pivotal to higher organ 
donation rates and more favourable results of organ transplantation, transplantation itself is 
paramount to Europe. Transplantation might contribute to reinforce the idea of Europe 
throughout its borders, to rekindle the spirit of community, especially after the recent 
enlargement of its members number. Transplantation requires striving for common objectives, 
sharing of experiences, active participation, and knowledge exchange. In a sense, 

                                                 
21 Commission proposal for a Council Recommendation on the suitability of blood and plasma donors and 

the screening of donated blood in the European Community. COM(97) 605 final of 17.11.1997. 
22 Council Recommendation 98/463/EC. OJ L 203, 21.07.1998, p.14. 
23 OJ L 33, 8.2.2003, p. 30–40 
24 OJ L 102, 7.4.2004, p. 48–58 
25 OJ L 91,30.3.94, p25-39 
26 OJ L 256, 1.10.2005, p 32-40 
27 OJ L 256, 1.10.2005, p 41-48 
28 OJ L 038 , 09/02/2006 P. 0040 - 0052 
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transplantation is a field where the ideals that laid the foundation of Europe are put into 
practice and may stand the test of time. 

6.2. Economic impact  

1) Treatment Costs: Diseases that can be treated or cured by transplantation usually carry a 
significant burden of morbidity and mortality, and therefore they have a significant impact on 
the national health care budgets. It is estimated that, at present, more than 3% of health care 
budgets of European Member Sates are dedicated to patients waiting for a transplant. 

Organ transplantation provide the possibility of saving lives and also has the best cost / 
benefit ration in terms of economic gains as well as quality of life. It has been calculated that 
each 10,000 renal patients living with a functioning kidney graft are saving to health systems 
over 200 million € annually (in terms of differences of the economical costs of the different 
replacement therapies for end stage kidney patients, when comparing cost of transplantation 
versus costs of dialysis treatments). The average prevalence rate of end stage renal failure in 
Europe is around 1,000 patients p.m.p. Among those between 20 and 30% are waiting for a 
kidney. Annual incidence is around 140-150 new patients p.m.p. This is just taking into 
account daily dialysis costs and not including structural costs.  

Cost-saving and cost benefits referred to Qualy’s gains can be increased with a transplant. It 
has been defined that an increase of 6 donors p.m.p. in a country like Germany will lead to 29 
Qualy’s gains of patients with end-stage renal disease (calculation was made over a 20 years 
period).29  

Recently several studies have shown that investing in organ procurement is clear a good 
health investment. Even considering the lack of data to complete the analysis, it is highly 
likely that obtaining additional donors will be cost effective even at a much higher average 
cost per donor 

2) Productivity: The most important benefit for the grafted patients is measured in terms of 
survival and improvement of perceived quality of life, and consequently integration to the 
working and family life and productivity. 

A raw estimation of the potential increase in donation rates in Europe could be done using 
different scenarios (achieving at least the European average donation rate in those MS that 
have lower rates, achieving the highest donation rate in Europe (Spain) in all MS and 
achieving the theoretical highest rate in all MS (40 ppm)) In all these scenarios the potential 
increase of organ donors is considerable (the figure below shows number of donors). 

                                                 
29 Leo Roels, Bernard Cohen, Caroline Gachet and Blanca Miranda. Joining Efforts in Tackling the Organ 

Shortage: The Donor Action Experience. Clinical Transplants 2002;Chap. 8:111-120 
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The population in need of an organ transplant is on average a young population; with many 
productive years ahead,as the following table indicates:30 

 Liver  Heart  Kidney Lung 

Average age at the 
time of the transplant 

50.5 49.4 50.7 46.2 

Average age in the 
Waiting list 

50.7 48.9 50.5 47.6 

Quality analysis and cost / benefit studies programmed for large samples and in different 
countries will definitely establish the need of a minimal invest in the organ donor promotion 
activities.  

The next table shows the survival at 1, 3, 5 and 10 years posttransplant.31 

Graft and patient survival at 1 year; 3 years, 5 years and 10 years post transplant 

 

Kidney 

Graft  88.4 78.5 63.3 36.4 

Patient 94 88.4 79.9 59.4 

Heart 

Graft  84.4 77.5 68.1 46.4 

Patient 85.1 78.6 69.8 50 

                                                 
30 Data provided by the ONT (Spanish National Transplant Organisation) 
31 OPTN/STR Data  
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Liver 

Graft  80.2 71.4 63.5 45.1 

Patient 86.4 79.5 72.4 59.4 

The Survival of patients without a transplant is clearly a worst scenario. For liver patients, we 
can rely heavily on analyses presented in the Institute of Medicine’s (IOM’s) 1999 study. It 
found that Status 1 patients on the waiting list are expected to survive only about one week 
without a transplant. For Status 2B patients, about 25% of those not transplanted would die 
within 12 months of listing; for Status 3 patients, about 10%.It could be assumed that all 
Status 1 patients and the great majority of Status 2A patients die within one month. 

For heart transplant patients, we lack a data source like the IOM study and turn to the UNOS 
waiting list data. UNOS data for 2001 showed that those who were neither transplanted nor 
removed from the waiting list for reasons other than death had a survival rate of 46% at 6 
months, 32% at 12 months, and 20% at 18 months.  

Similar conclusions could be drawn for the quality of live with or without a transplant.32 

3) Upgrading of organisational structures: This proposal will have an impact on the activities 
carried out within the Organ transplantation process. The establishments directly concerned 
by the provision of this proposal vary from hospitals or health centres where procurement is 
carried out, to third parties which can be responsible for some step of the process. The need of 
standards of quality and safety could increase the cost of the process. On the other hand they 
may help to reduce costs associated with adverse events and effects related to transplantation 
and facilitate the exchange of organs across the borders. There are not many cost benefit 
analysis of the introduction of quality and safety standards, and a detailed impact assessment 
should be done if the adoption of a Directive on quality and safety is decided.  

The latest analysis has been undertaken by Health Canada on the introduction of the new CSA 
standards for blood, cells, tissues and organs. The conclusion of this analysis indicates the 
strength of the case in favour of adopting the regulation clear rest on the discounted benefits 
from extending lives. The analysis of avoided costs indicated that hospitals may not recover 
their incurred costs in implementing the new standards. Benefits are concentrated in the 
provision of better services to patients and mainly conferred on those patients through 
extension of their lives and the quality of their lives. In conclusion for every standard, 
estimated benefits over the next 20 years exceed costs by significant amounts. In particular 
the benefits associated with implementing the standards on quality and safety in Canada for 
perfusable organs for transplantation over the next 20 years discounted at 5 % per year were 
estimated to be between $759.3 million and $1.4 billion; costs to organ donation organisations 
and organ transplant programs to meet these standards were estimated at $202.8 million. 
Obviously these calculations can not be directly transposed to the EU situation.  

6.3. Assessing the impact on health and social welfare 

1) Increasing organ availability will have an impact on the increase of organ transplant and 
thus increase healthy life years. As mentioned in this document Organ transplantation is now 

                                                 
32 Mendeloff J; Ko K Roberts MS, et al. Procuring organ donors as a health investment: how much should 

be willing to spend? Transplantation 2004; 78:1704. 
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the most cost-effective treatment for end-stage renal failure, and for end-stage failure of 
organs such liver, lung and heart, it is the only available treatment. Both quality/safety and 
availability will have an impact on the improvement of quality of life and reduced suffering 
for many patients and their families 

Mean expected half-life for a deceased kidney grafted in the USA has increased by 75% from 
1988 to 1996, rising from 7.9 to 13.8 years. When adjusted to exclude dead patients with 
functioning graft, these data are 11 and 19.5 years respectively 33  

Ten years survival rate for liver transplantation was 31% before 1988 and it has been 
improved to nearly 60% in most European countries34. According to the Registry of 
International Society for Heart and Lung Transplantation and the UNOS Registry, lung 
survival has increased from 70.9% to 76% between 1990 and 199735. 

Investment in organ procurement has proved to have a net social benefit. Other alternatives 
such the use of living donation or the use of expanded donor has to evaluated. It is obvious 
that there is a need to increase the number of available organs but not at any price. Safety and 
quality levels need to be established at the same time.  

2) The use of organs in therapy poses a risk of communicable diseases being transmitted to 
the recipient. Because organs cannot be subjected to sterilization steps, the risk of infectious 
disease transmission remains and thorough donor screening and testing is especially 
important. 

Basic quality and safety requirements will have an impact on risk reduction and consequently 
in reduction of comortality and comorbidity.  

To minimise the risks to the recipient, it is essential to screen donors and establish the 
presence or absence of disease transmission risk in their organs. Pre-transplant evaluation of 
potential donors is an essential part of solid organ transplantation. The goals are to identify 
conditions which disqualify donors; to identify and active infection pre-transplant and to 
define the level of risk in order to determine strategies for preventing post-transplant effects. 

In the other side a very stringent set of binding safety and quality criteria could have as a 
consequence a reduction in the actual number of donors. The fundamental premise is that 
organs from donors with positive viral serology or history of malignancy are underutilised 
because their organs might transmit disease. It is important a clear understanding of the 
disease transmission risk inherent in each case. Although a definition of risk based upon the 
profile is critical to rational decision-making, each decision also depends upon recipient 
characteristics. 

3).The new Member States face greater health problems than the rest of the Union but have 
less economic means to address them. Their health systems are therefore under particular 
pressure, in particular when it comes to the process from organ donation to transplantation, 
which is such a complex process that it could be especially difficult to address. This leads to 

                                                 
33 Hariraran S. Johnson CP., Bresnatian BA., Taranto SE., McIntosh MJ., Stabilein D. Improved graft 

survival after transplantation in the USA. 1988-1996. N.Eng.J.Med. 2000; 342:605-612. 
34 European Liver Transplant Registry Report. www.eltr.org., Spanish Liver Transplant Registry 

Report.www.msc.es/ont. Updated Sept. 2003. 
35 UNOS Registry Data. www.unos.org. Updated daily 
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enormous differences within Member States in terms of accessibility to transplants and the 
length of waiting lists. Collaboration at EU level can bring particular benefits to those systems 
and favour the accessibility to these therapies to an important number of European citizens. 

6.4. Environmental impact 

There is no significant impact on environment. 

7. COMPARING THE OPTIONS 

7.1. Summary of contributions of the open consultation 

General comments 

A vast majority of respondents welcomed the Commission’s consultation paper, the 
opportunity to submit contributions, and explicitly supported the outlined objectives. The 
support for an EU action in this field was strongly emphasised. Broadly speaking, most of the 
contributors agreed with the key principles and concepts underlying the Commission’s 
consultation document.  

There is a general consensus on the importance of ensuring the quality and safety of organs 
for transplantation at EU level. Given the current situation of organ shortage, diverse opinion 
came out during the consultation on how should be the best approach to this objective. A 
major number of responses opted for option 3 (incorporating a Directive on organ quality and 
safety); however an important number of responses considered option 2 (guidelines through a 
strength cooperation method) as the preferable one. 
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Others considered Option 2 as a “phasing in period”; and in the light of the work done 
through the coordination method, the introduction of additional legislative instruments could 
be considered. This option has been named as option 2-3 and also incorporate the responses in 
favour of option 2 plus an initiative on organ trafficking but not a quality and safety Directive. 

Many responses did not refer to particular options but gave interesting suggestions on 
different types of activities that could be undertaken at community level.  

Among the different categories of stake holders professionals, patients and donor associations 
were majority supported to the third option.  

 Patients/donor assoc. 
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Should be pointed out that many of the stakeholders categorised into the 
professional/scientific association have provides a good number of comments on possible 
initiatives but without pointed out any specific option. 

Organ Exchange Organisations (OEOs), National Agencies or public authorities are more 
comfortable with the second option, although the support for the third option is also 
considerable. 
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There is however a general agreement that the content of a hypothetic future directive should 
be limited to establish a basic quality and safety framework for Europe and at the same time 
should respect the clinical decision. Binding requirements should not represent any barrier for 
organ donation, including the use under specific circumstances of the so call “expanded 
donors”. A comprehensive assessment of the impact should be presented with the proposal. 
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There is a common agreement that Organ shortage is the main problem in the field. There is 
also a majority of responses recognising the European added value of a Community action in 
this field, only four among all the responses were against this general feeling. 

Developing national or regional systems to an optimum level of performance is a prerequisite 
for wider European cooperation. These systems need an appropriate legal framework, a good 
technical approach and organizational support. Sharing best practices and expertise, getting 
the best of the best models are some of the suggestion received. 

For most of the participants a centralised European donor pool is not considered an option. 
However contributors pointed out the added value on many European actions through an 
active cooperation between Member States or existing OEOs, some of the actions mentioned 
were the coordination of training of professionals, performing of a benchmark between 
Member States to identify areas of improvement and determining priorities, coordination of 
programmes oriented to facilitate the identification of organs for urgent patients and highly 
sensitised patients, mainly in those small EU countries with limited size of their national 
donor pools. Other actions identified were the development of consensus guidelines and 
professional standards to ensure good medical practices or the evaluation of post transplant 
results “organovigilance” including adverse event to lead to a safer and more effective use of 
organ donors.  

Promotion of the donation is also one of the most shared suggestions received during the 
consultation. Awareness-raising activities have been suggested, it has also mentioned the need 
to give to these activities a society oriented approach. The involvement of all stakeholders in 
the process (regulators, health care professionals, patients and donors associations, media, 
opinion and religious leaders, educational professionals, judges, etc…) has been pointed as a 
key factor for success.  

Many contributors pointed out that the use of living donors should be promoted  

Accessibility of transplants have been recognised as a problem not only between Member 
states but also within the member states, partially as a consequence of the ever shrinking 
donor rate, but also has been pointed out that there are huge differences in access that cannot 
merely be explained by differences in organs donor rates.  

It has also pointed out that the accessibility to transplantation as a complex issue, like other 
healthcare access issues and that it cannot be separated from it general healthcare 
environment. Coordination between Member states will certainly be a factor to improve the 
situation but will not be the only one. Access to transplant requires for example financial and 
human resources on the long run. 

Some contributions underlined the phenomenon of transplant tourism (potential recipients 
from one country trying to get a transplant in another country with higher donation rates than 
in their own country). An issue has been identified as not been addressed in the consultation 
document, the growing number of non-EU citizens waitlisted for organ transplantation, 
namely in regions of the European borders. This increases the current shortage of organs and 
at the same time faces the EU with ethical dilemmas.  

There is a general support of exploring initiatives to combat organ trafficking  
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7.2. Comparison of the options 

a) First level: Use of existing programmes only 

AAADDDVVVAAANNNTTTAAAGGGEEESSS      DDDIIISSSAAADDDVVVAAANNNTTTAAAGGGEEESSS   

Projects funded by the Commission and 
carried out by selected consortium have 
been proved as a valuable tool to progress 
forward a better understanding of the 
problems and finding possible solution.  

These programs have involved the professionals 
on the field and offer enough flexibility for 
Member States to tailor the results of the 
initiatives to their own national situations.  

However it is also recognised that the 
coordination of these projects under 
different Community programmes is quite 
difficult and that a coordinate action taken 
into account the results of all the initiatives 
and avoiding overlapping is the most 
efficient choice.  

The participants in these projects do not 
always represent all Member States, in the 
contrary many times the best establish 
systems are leading the projects and the 
results will not probably benefit to the 
whole Community.  

The projects have a limited time frame and 
limited resources with the risk that once 
the project is finished the continuity of the 
results is not ensured. In addition the 
projects not always have the capacity to 
transform the results of their investigation 
to the political level in order to make them 
operative.  

Finally the projects will be seen as one of 
the tools possible to ensure a high quality 
of organs but they do certainly not qualify 
as harmonising measures under Art. 152.4 
which expressly confers powers to the 
legislator to adopt harmonised measures in 
this specific field.  

 

b) Second level: Active coordination between Member States on organ quality, safety and 
availability. 

AAADDDVVVAAANNNTTTAAAGGGEEESSS    DDDIIISSSAAADDDVVVAAANNNTTTAAAGGGEEESSS 

It is very important that further work under 
the exiting programmes is continued and 
extended involving Member States and 
relevant stakeholders. However the 
outcome of these projects will only be 
useful if health authorities will abide by 

This option will address the real main 
problem identified by the experts: the 
organ shortage. However national 
legislations differ between Member States 
A national approach would not solve 
completely the quality and safety 
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their conclusions.  

The development of pan European 
cooperation, sharing best practices, 
common safety and quality standards, and 
the promotion and maximisation of organ 
donation would all be beneficial in 
developing agreed quantitative and 
qualitative indicators and benchmarks and 
aid future development of EU policy in the 
light of further information and 
experience. The Community should get 
the best of the best models and support its 
application in the entire EU. It is clear that 
what Europe needs is not so many short-
lived programs that are hard to translate 
into real practice, but rather a full flagged 
agenda of priorities. 

The Strength cooperation will not only 
help to develop the national transplant 
systems – a prerequisite for cooperation in 
this field- but also will identify and foster 
a number of activities that only can be 
carried out –or at least with better result s- 
at European level.  

Promoting the coordination between MS 
should be the main objective; these actions 
must work with a minimum of red tape, 
work load and cost. Emphasis should be 
on collaboration and sharing best 
practices, taking into account the differing 
circumstances of each member state and 
not setting uniform targets across member 
States. 

 

objective, in addition there are still a 
number of European factors that have to 
be taken into account, i.e. organ 
interchanges within the community.  

Coordination between MS has often 
proved not to be such an effective tool 
without any legal instrument supporting 
the actions. Thus, this would most likely 
lead to not fully meet the objectives under 
Article 152. Basic common binding 
principles should be in place to allow a 
smooth cooperation. 

c) Third level. Second level + Minimum harmonisation on quality and safety + initiative on 
Organ trafficking 

AAADDDVVVAAANNNTTTAAAGGGEEESSS    DDDIIISSSAAADDDVVVAAANNNTTTAAAGGGEEESSS 
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An appropriate and flexible European 
legal framework is a better response to the 
requirements under Article 152 of the 
Treaty on quality and safety.  

Finding the appropriate risk-benefit 
balance for the patient is a key aspect. 
While respecting the clinical role of the 
doctor in the decision on the acceptance of 
organs for transplantation, community 
binding legislation would have an added 
value in terms of ensuring the basic quality 
and safety requirements across the 
Community. 

Every year, a number of organs are 
exchanged between EU Member States. 
Cross border exchanges imply that the 
transplantation process is carried out by 
hospitals or professionals falling under 
different jurisdictions.  

The increasing phenomenon of transplant 
tourism (potential recipients from one 
country trying to get a transplant in 
another country with higher donation rates 
than in their own country) is a reality. 
Having common binding standards of 
quality and safety will be the only 
mechanism to ensure the same health 
protection all along the EU. 

Establishing a regulatory Committee under 
a Community Directive will facilitate the 
coordination activities within Member 
States. In addition would show leadership 
on pan European level and encourage 
those non EU European Countries 
currently without any form of transplant 
legislation to give serious and formal 
consideration to all areas of the 
transplantation process 

It should be explored how the initiatives 
under Article 152 could address the issue 
of organ trafficking and/or if they have to 
be complemented with initiatives under 
Articles 29, 31(e), and 34(2)(b) of the EU 
Treaty (JLS), oriented to combat Organ 
trafficking in order that the EU could be 

The legislative proposal may have difficult 
practical consequences for MS which in 
turn may lead to an actual decrease in 
number of donors. It could be seen as a 
burden for the organisation of transplants 
and patient accessibility. This area relates 
closely to “medical treatment” where the 
role of the medical doctor is a key factor 
and thus should be left to MS, where it 
could be addressed in a more efficient 
way. 

Some MS are had reservation in the past in 
relation with Organ trafficking. The 
problem of Organ trafficking seems to 
occur outside of the EU. It seems that 
patients from EU MS, who are waiting for 
transplants, travel to third countries in 
order to receive donation which has been 
taken forcibly or by a payment (usually 
low). 
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seen to be acting proactively rather than 
reactively.  

 

7.3. Conclusions  

Undoubtedly an EU initiative on organ donation and transplantation has an added value.  

The use of an open method of coordination, specifically adapted to this concrete field, and as 
a complement to the legislative framework, will provide the necessary policy mix to achieve a 
gradual approach to the development of an EU policy. This approach will be based, in the first 
stage at least, on the identification and development of common objectives for which it is 
agreed that a Community response is necessary, on agreed quantitative and qualitative 
indicators and benchmarks, regular reporting and identification of best practices.
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The preferred option 

The Commission propose a combined set of actions to respond to the proposed objectives, this 
option could be represented as follows:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As first level of intervention the work under the deferent Community programmes should 
continue during the coming years. It is important that the results of these projects, such 
European registers on activities in this field with agreed methodology, coordination between 
research programmes or development of methodologies to increase organ donation, have 
continuity and are adopted at political level, these initiatives should also be made accessible to 
all the Community. 

Strengthen the cooperation between Member states, specifically adapted to this concrete field, 
will provide the necessary policy mix to achieve a gradual approach to the development of an 
EU policy. This approach will be based, in the first stage at least, on the identification and 
development of common objectives for which it is agreed that a Community response is 
necessary, on agreed quantitative and qualitative indicators and benchmarks, regular reporting 
and identification of best practices.  

The Commission in collaboration with Member States should determine common EU 
guidelines for national polices, formulate the objectives for the short, medium and long term 
and describe the instruments and methods needed.  

The Commission in collaboration with Member States should define the exact and balanced 
scope of the EU legal framework on quality and safety for human organs and present a 
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proposal to Parliament and Council, a comprehensive assessment of the impact should be 
attached to the proposal. The future proposal should establish a basic quality and safety 
framework for Europe. Binding requirements should not represent any barrier for organ 
donation, including the use under specific circumstances of the so call “expanded donors”. A 
comprehensive assessment of the impact should be presented with the proposal. 

This legal framework should be complemented with the cooperation between Member States 
leading to the compilation of sufficient information that will assist in determining the 
acceptable levels of risk in the use of expanded donors and the promotion of consensus 
guidelines and professional standards to ensure good medical practices and the evaluation of 
post transplant results: “organovigilance” 

The Commission should promote cooperation between Member States on sharing experiences 
and best practices oriented to establish efficient systems for organ donor detection and 
procurement. The objective should be to get the best of the best models while respecting the 
cultural and organisational diversity.  

Other areas where active cooperation is important to increase organ availability are the 
promotion of training of professionals based in the best experiences; to explore the promotion 
of donations from living donors, to evaluate the procurement of organs from non-heart-
beating donors; and the use of “expanded donor” taking into account the quality and safety 
aspects mentioned in the previous section.  

It will be also important to join efforts and expertise in order to increase public awareness. In 
this context the creation of a European organ donor card or its incorporation on the existing 
health card should be considered. 

Healthcare access issues cannot be separated from it general healthcare environment and has 
to be seen in relation with other initiatives at community level in this area.  

It should be focus in identifying the most efficient systems, sharing experience and promoting 
best practices in accordance with local characteristics. Those Member States whose transplant 
systems are not yet sufficiently developed could be supported and guided in their efforts to 
improve patient care 

Other actions should be oriented to identify the needs at EU level for the interchange of 
organs. Guidelines for systems for offering excess organs to other countries could be 
evaluated and in particular exchange of organs for urgent patients and difficult recipients (e.g. 
children, highly sensitive patients).  

The increasing mobility of people within the EU makes necessary to identify the main 
problems on patient mobility. It will be also important a EU-wide agreement on all issues 
concerning transplant medicine for extra-Community patients ("non-residents"). 

Finally it will be needed to explore how the initiatives under Article 152 could address the 
issue of organ trafficking and/or if they have to be complemented with initiatives under 
Articles 29, 31(e), and 34(2)(b) of the EU treaty (third pillar) 

An assessment of the specific measures once decided should be done and presented with the 
proposals, for each particular initiative the benefits should be quantified and contrasted with 
the degree of intervention in so far as this is possible. 
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8. MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

As stated in the EC Impact Assessment Guidelines (SEC (2005) 8 June 2005) the road map 
for monitoring progress should “set measurable indicators to cover both the quality of 
outcomes and the implementation process, and define plans for evaluation.” 

The structure of the Communication and the annexed Action Plan provides that for each aim 
there are actions. Indicators, timeframe and responsible parties will be identified and 
developed in cooperation with relevant partners/stakeholders. 
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 Annex I Medical Background Information 

TRANSMISSION OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES.  

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). The majority of the cases of HIV-1 transmission 
through organ transplantation were described before the existence of the serological tests. 
However there are also cases of HIV-1 transmission described after the introduction of the 
tests, they were false negatives during the “window” period –the time delay between viral 
exposure and detectible antiviral antibodies36. There are not cases described of HIV-2 
transmission. 

The effectiveness of the transmission is difficult to know, but it is assumed that is nearly 
100% through solid organ transplantation from a donor HIV positive37. HIVAc (+ ) donors 
carry a high risk of viral transmission, the infectivity of a small inoculum has been 
demonstrated by blood transfusion studies4.  

All potential organ donors have been screened for HIV since 1985. The rare instances of HIV 
transmission despite negative HIVAc test results illustrate some limitations of serologic 
testing. In one instance, massive transfusion of blood and blood components decreased the 
antibody titer below the sensitivity limits of EIA. In a second case, transmission occurred 
from a donor during the “window period”.  

The transmission through these false negatives should be prevented through a good clinical 
and behavioural history of the donor. See point 3 and 4 below. 

Hepatitis B virus (HBV). The cases of HVB transmission have decreased due to the 
serological screening, which normally includes Ag HBs test. 

Kidney was the first graft involved in a case of HBV transmission. 

There are studies that indicate that more than 1% of potential donors have an active HBV 
infection and over 12% in hyper endemic areas. 3-4% donors have a past history of HBV 
infection in countries with low prevalence like USA and over 10% in some European 
countries.  

The risk of transmission from donors with test against Antigen Hepatitis B (Ag HBV) positive 
is nearly 100%. However the transmission of HBV to the recipients is also possible from 
donors Ag HBV negative that have other serological markers positives38. 

The risk of transmission by liver transplantation from a donor with a serological antibody 
(HBVAb ) test positive against hepatitis B is higher because HBV resides principally within 

                                                 
36 Screening of donor and recipient prior to solid organ transplantation. American Journal of 

Transplantation 2004 (Suppl. 10): 10-20 
37 Criterios de selección del donante de órganos respecto a la transmisión de infecciones. 2ª edición. 2004. 

Organizacion Nacional de Transplantes.  
http://www.ont.es/Consenso?id_nodo=263&&accion=0&keyword=&auditoria=F 

38 Feng S.; Buell J.F. Cherikh W.S., et al. Organ donors with positive viral serology or malignancy: risk of 
transmission by transplantation. Transplantation 2002; 74 (12): 1657-1663 
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the hepatocytes 4,39,40. The donor´s Hepatitis B Antigen status do not mitigate transmission 
risks41. This type of donors represent in some countries between the 5-15% of all donors42. 

In contrast with liver transplantation, transplantation of kidneys from HBcore antibody 
positive donors seems to carry a minimal risk of clinical transmission. A meta-analysis of the 
literature shows that only 1 of 133 recipients converted to HBs Antigen positive after 
transplantation of a kidney from an HBc antibody positive donor43 44.14. It should be noted, 
however, that the actual rate of viral exposure as measured by development of anti-HBV 
antibodies (either HBsAb or HBcAb) is considerably higher. 27 % of kidney recipients from 
HBcAb + donors demonstrated seroconversion compared with 4% of kidney recipients from 
HBcAb - donors, for an odds ratio of 4.94 4. 

Some studies indicate that the risk of transmission is 15-78% for liver transplantation, 2% in 
kidney and 0% in heart transplantation.  

An additional problem that could be found in donors Ag HBs positive is the co-infection with 
the virus of hepatitis delta (VHD). It has been described the transmission of this virus trough 
kidney transplantation resulting on severe acute hepatitis.  

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) Transplantation of an organ from an HCV+ donor is known to be an 
efficient mode of viral transmission 4,45,46,47,, . Approximately 5% of all potential donors in 
USA and Europe are positive for Antibody HCV48.  

A positive HCV-RNA, indicative of viral replication, has been associated with a higher risk of 
transmission.49. The transmission from donors with RNA positive is estimated to be nearly 
100%. The risk of transmission from a non RNA positive donor is not known. 

The consequences for the recipient of an organ from a HVC positive donor are the 
seroconversion in 50-67% of the cases and the percentage of development of hepatic disease 
is around 35%. 

                                                 
39 Dodson SF, Issa S, Araya V, et al. Infectivity of hepatic allografts with antibodies to hepatitis B virus. 

Transplantation 1997; 64 (11): 1582 
40 Uemoto S, Sugiyama K, Marusawa H, et al. Transmission of hepatitis B virus from hepatitis B core 

antibody- positive donors in living related 
41 Dickson RC, Everhart JE, Lake JR, et al. Transmission of hepatitis B by transplantation of livers from 

donors positive for antibody to hepatitis B core antigen. The National Institute of Diabetes and 
Digestive and Kidney Diseases Liver Transplantation Database. Gastroenterology 1997; 113 (5): 1668. 

42 Data from ONT, Spain 
43 Madayag RM, Johnson LB, Bartlett ST, et al. Use of renal allografts from donors positive for hepatitis 

B core antibody confers minimal risk for subsequent development of clinical hepatitis B virus disease. 
Transplantation 1997; 64 (12): 1781. 

44 Satterthwaite R, Ozgu I, Shidban H, et al. Risks of transplanting kidneys from hepatitis B surface 
antigen- negative, hepatitis B core antibodypositive donors. Transplantation 1997; 64 (3): 432. 

45 Wreghitt TG, Gray JJ, Allain JP, et al. Transmission of hepatitis C virus by organ transplantation in the 
United Kingdom. J Hepatol 1994; 20 (6): 768 

46 Tesi RJ, Waller K, Morgan CJ, et al. Transmission of hepatitis C by kidney transplantation–the risks. 
Transplantation 1994; 57 (6): 826. 

47 Pereira BJ, Wright TL, Schmid CH, Levey AS. A controlled study of hepatitis C transmission by organ 
transplantation. The New England Organ Bank Hepatitis C Study Group. Lancet 1995; 345 (8948): 484. 

48 Candinas D, Joller-Jemelka HI, Schlumpf R, et al. Hepatitis C RNA prevalence in a Western European 
organ donor pool and virus transmission by organ transplantation. J Med Microbiol 1994; 41 (4): 220. 

49 Fishmen JA, Rubin RH, Koziel MJ, Pereira BJ. Hepatitis C virus and organ transplantation. 
Transplantation 1996; 62:147-154. 
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Overall, limited available data validate the assumption that heart or lung transplantation 
presents a similar risk of HBV or HCV transmission as kidney transplantation. Finally with 
regard to outcome, no conclusions can be drawn because the specific impact of the donor’s 
positive serology cannot be discerned from the available data. 

Other Viruses Human T- Linphotrofic virus (HTLV-I and II) is endemic in certain areas; out 
of these areas the prevalence of this infection is low (lower that 1 % or even 0.1%). Infection 
with HTLV progress after years or decades to associated myelopathy spastic paraparesis or to 
adult cell leukaemia/lymphoma (ALT); progression occurs in less that 1% and 2-‘% 
respectively. Cases of ALT after transplantation have been reported. 

West Nile virus (WNV) is a flavivirus which can cause meningoencephalitis. In the fall of 
2002, transmission of WNV from a single donor to four organ donors has been reported. An 
additional case through liver transplantation has appeared. In August 2002, fever and mental-
status changes developed in recipients of organs from a common donor; transmission of WNV 
through solid organ transplantation was suspected. Transplant recipients can acquire WNV in 
1 of 3 ways: (1) transfusion transmission, (2) organ donor transmission, and (3) transmission 
in the community. Posttransplant immunosuppression increases the risk of developing severe 
disease after WNV infection. In the general population, WNV causes severe neurologic 
disease in < 1% of infected patients. However, data from a seroprevalence study suggest that 
the incidence is as high as 40% in organ transplant recipients. 

Although prevention strategies are critical, there is disagreement within the transplant 
community about the use of nucleic acid testing for screening of organ donors for WNV 
because screening results can be affected by a number of factors, including local WNV 
activity, test availability, and test characteristics. 

Bacterial and fungal infections. A bacterial or micotic infection or colonisation can be present 
in 60 % of deceased organ donors and mainly affect the respiratory and urinary tract. 
Bacterial and fungal donor to host transmission with the allograft with result of loss of the 
infected graft or death of the recipient has been widely documented. Nevertheless an adequate 
antibiotic treatment of donor and/or recipient should prevent infection in the latter.  

Micobacterium tuberculosis has been transmitted by transplantation, donor transmission 
accounted for approximately 4% of reported post-transplant TB cases in a large review of 511 
patients50. 

Transmission of histoplasmosis by transplantation has been described, but most cases appear 
to be the result of reactivation of past infection in the recipient. Transmission of 
Coccidiodomycosis by lung transplantation has also been reported. 

Parasitic infections 

There are 342 parasitic species that are known to infect humans, mostly affecting those in 
tropical and subtropical regions51. Recently however there are been a considerable spread of 

                                                 
50 Singh N; Paterson DL; Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection in solid organ transplantation recipients: 

impact and implications for management. Clin infect Dis 1998; 27 1266-77 
51 RS Barsoum Parasitic Infections in Organs transplantation. Experimental and clinical Transplantation 

Vol 2. 2. December 2004 
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these infections to the rest of the world as result mainly of travel and migration. Only 5% of 
the known human pathogenic parasitic infections have been reported in transplant recipients.  

Malaria transmission has been reported with kidney, bone marrow and multi-organ 
transplantation. Toxoplasmosis is a major concern particularly on heart transplantation. 
Toxoplasma has rarely been transmitted to liver and kidney recipients.  

Transmission of Chagas diseases is a significant problem in endemic areas, and recently has 
been reported in the US.  

Prion infections 

Creutfeld Jacob disease has been transmitted with treatment with growth factors and with 
transplantation of cornea and duramater grafts. In July 2004, the United Kingdom announced 
that a second instance of probable vCJD (new variant) transmission via blood transfusion had 
been identified. The patient received the blood donated by an individual who was confirmed 
in 2001 as a definitive vCJD case. 

TRANSMISSION OF MALIGNANT DISEASES 

First report of the UNOS (1994-96) showed a frequency of donors 
with malignant cancer history of 1.7% and a rate of transmission 
of cancer from donor to recipient of 4.3%. 

United Network for 
Organ Sharing 
(UNOS) transplant 
tumour register52 

A more recent report from this registry (1994-2000 period) 
showed 14 donors with tumour from a total of 35.503 donors (4 
per 10.000) and tumour transmission to 15 recipients of 109.749 
transplants (1.3 per 100.000). The tumors transmitted were the 
following: 4 melanomas, 1 neuroendocrine tumor, 1 
adenocarcinoma, 1 cancer of the pancreas, 1 nondifferentiated 
squamous carcinoma, 2 lung cancers, 1 small cell carcinoma, 1 
oncocytoma, 1 papillary tumor, 1 breast cancer, 1 prostate cancer) 

Organización 
Nacional de 
Transplantes (ONT) 
register 

The frequency of donors with no detected tumour was 6.1 per 
1000 donors during the last 15 years. Five of these donors 
transmitted the disease (2.9 per 10.000 donors). Ten recipients of 
the 155 that received an organ from a donor with undetected 
cancer developed a tumour (4.6%). The tumours transmitted were 
1 sarcoma, 1 germ cells carcinoma, 1 undifferentiated 

                                                 
52 Kauffman HM, McBride MA, Delmonico FL. First report of the United Network for organ sharing 

transplant tumor registry: donors with a history of cancer. Transplantation 2000; 70 (12): 1747-51 
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carcinomatosis and two kidney carcinomas. 

Danish Register53  Bikerland studied a cohort of donors during 27 years funding 13 
malign tumours within 626 donors (2% of the donors) From these 
donor only one has transmitted the tumour (a melanoma) to the 
recipient (2 per 1000 donors) 

Centro Nazionale 
per i Trapianti 
(CNT) register 

The CNT has put in place a new strategy for the evaluation of 
donors since 2002. The analysis of the period 2001-2002 showed 
2.9 % of donors with tumours. 

The Israel Penn 
International 
Transplant Register. 
(IPTTR)54 

The I. Penn register shows higher frequencies of tumour 
transmission that the ones above. During 1994-2001 it registered 
68 recipients of organs coming from donors with renal carcinoma, 
with a tumour transmission in 43 of them (43%). 30 recipients of 
organs received from donors with melanoma, with tumour 
transmission in 23 (77%); 14 recipients received from donors with 
melanoma, 14 recipients with coriocarcinoma, with tumour 
transmission in 13 (93%). Other tumours that have presented 
transmission to recipients were lung (41%), colon (19%), prostate 
(29%), Kaposi Sarcoma (67%). 

 

                                                 
53 Arvid Bikerland S, Storm H. Risk for tumor and other disease transmission by transplantation: a 

population-based study of unrecognized malignancies and other diseases in organ donors. 
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